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From:
Directorate of Air Staff (Lower Airspace)
Operations & Policy 1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 6/73, Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, London,
WC2N 5BP
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS/64/3/5
Date
2 7 March 2003

Thank you for your letter of 24 March including additional information about the UFO report of
5th November 1990.
As requested, the enclosed letter has been forwarded to the pilot concerned.

Yours sincerely,

From:
Directorate of Air Staff (Lower Airspace)
Operations & Policy 1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 6/73, Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, London,
WC2N 5BP
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)

(Fax)
(GTN)
CHOts

DAS-LA-Ops+Pol1

E-Mail

das-laopspol1 @defence.mod.uk

Your Reference
01.![ Reference
D/UAS/64/3/5
Date
2 7 March 2003

Seaford House
37 Belgrave Square
London
SWIX 8QS

Dear
Thank you for your letter

s questions about a UFO report in 1990.

Your response was forwarded to
he has now replied asking us ifwe would
forward a further letter to thank you for troubling to reply to him. This is enclosed. The letter was
already sealed when received, so I trust it is just a thank you and not more questions.
Yours sincerely,

Directorate of Air Staff
Operations & Policy 1,
Room 673,
Metropole Building,
Northumberland Avenue
LONDON.

Your Reference: D/DAS 64/3/5
24/03/03.

Thank you very much for forwarding my correspondence to the Tornado
aircrew member who reported the incident of November 5th, 1990. It may be
of interest to you that the pilot who reported the incident was a singleton
inbound to Laarbruch from the UK. The other aircraft were a two-ship
formation outbound from Laarbruch to the UK.
I would appreciate your passing on a further letter to the pilot - who
understandably preferred not to identify himself- thanking him for troubling
to reply to me.
Please fmd enclosed a stamped envelope ready to be addressed which
contains aforementioned correspondence.
Yours faithfully,

filE
b.oo.r
UFO SIGHTING 5 NOV 1990

Reference:

D/DAS/64/3/5 dated 5 Mar 03.

Thank you for your note at Reference regarding
s letter. Please find
enclosed a response to his questions. As you can probably appreciate, I would not like
my name connected with this event and would be grateful if you could forward the
answers to
If you consider that my answers may cause more contention than is worthwhile
then I am happy for you not to forward my response. Please only do so if you consider
the information to be in the MOD's interest.
I am very happy to discuss the issue with you.

()~-~J /or-w~ - · · 6
~~ M~ aon~

12 Mar03

UFO SIGHTING- 5 NOVEMBER 1990

The MOD has recently forwarded to me a copy of your letter concerning the UFO
sighting over the North Sea in November 1990. I have decided to answer your questions
but I hope you appreciate that I wish to remain anonymous with regard to the event. I will
simply respond to your questions in the order given:
Ql.
I did not lock the UFO on radar. My navigator and I were so surprised that we
did not think to do so. Indeed, for the majority of the sighting, the UFO was out to one
side of my aircraft which would have required me to maneuver the aircraft to place
within the radar field ofview. Of more interest, despite repeated radio calls to Dutch
Military Radar, the controller insisted that he could not see the UFO. After landing, our
Dutch Exchange Officer, on my squadron, called Dutch Military to discuss the event.
The controller insisted that no other radar contact was made at the time in the vicinity.
Q2.
No we were talking to Dutch Military at the time and did not go back and call any
UK controller.
Q3.

As covered in Q2.

Q4.
The UFO did not look like any aircraft that I know to be in service with any air
force either today or at the time of the sighting.
Q5.
There was some interest from a senior British military officer who was serving in
Belgium at the time (I cannot remember his role).
Q6.

No.

Q7.
I would describe the UFO as being C-130 aircraft in size (certainly in length but
much shorter wingspan).
Q8.
We did not file an airprox, as we never considered the event to be a flight safety
consideration.
Q9.
The UFO was close to the same altitude, perhaps a little higher, and I could see
detail in the area ofthe engine exhaust which contained a light blue afterburner type
flame which was steady but changing in intensity.
Q 10. Details of my rank are not relevant to the sighting. As far as the formation was
concerned, you appear to have part of the story. I was in a singleton aircraft returning
from a night low level mission in the UK to RAF Laarbruch. Another and quite separate
pair of aircraft were outbound from Laarbruch heading for the UK when they also saw

the UFO at about the same time. These aircraft would have been close to being head-on
to the UFO while from our Tornado, the UFO came down our right-hand side at great
speed (i.e. coming from the direction of the UK). We were doing 0.8 Mach and it readily
overtook us.

Q11. See comment above on rank.
This was definitely not a Russian satellite- I am 100% certain ofthat. This was a large
"aircraft" and I could see detail of the lights and the engine area. I have never since seen
anything like it.
I hope this is useful,

Yours,
Laarbruch Tornado pilot from 1990

From:
Directorate of Air Staff (Lower Airspace)
Operations & Policy 1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 6/73, Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, London,
WC2N 58P
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS/64/3/5
Date
5 March 2003

Dear
Thank you for your letter of 17 February.
The letter you enclosed has been forwarded to the person named in the 'UFO' sighting report of
5 November 1990 as requested.
With regard to the article which appeared in the Sun newspaper in May 2002, as I said in my
letter of20 June 2002, aircrew are not taught how to spot UFOs. If the Tornado crew did 'film'
the object, there is no evidence of this in our records.

Yours sincerely,

•.
From:
Directorate of Air Staff (lower Airspace)
Operations & Policy 1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 6/73, Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, London,
WC2N 5BP
Telephone

CHOts

DAS-LA-Ops+Pol1

E-Mail

das-laopspol1 @defence.mod.uk

RAF
Seaford House
3 7 Belgrave Square
London
SWIX 8QS

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Oyr Reference
D/DAS/64/3/5
Date
5 March 2003

This Department is the focal point within the MOD for correspondence ·
public on
has a particular
'unidentified flying objects'. One of our regular
interest in a sighting report you made to RAF West Drayton on 5 November 1990, which was
passed to this Department for action. The
material this office holds on this incident is the
report and a copy has been supplied to
the Code of Practice on Access to
Government Information. In doing so, your name, rank and squadron at the time were removed to
in accordance with the Data Protection Act 1998. In order to pursue his
protect your·
enqumes
has now requested that a letter be forwarded to the aircrew mentioned in the
report. This is enclosed and I will leave it to you as to whether you wish to reply, but in deciding,
you may wish to take the following into consideration.
It is the MOD ' s policy to examine any reports of ' UFOs' received solely to establish whether

what was seen might have some defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that
the UK' s airspace might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorised air activity. Unless
there is evidence of a potential threat to the UK from an external military source, we do not
attempt to identify the precise nature of each reported sighting. In this case, the report would have
been examined by air defence experts at the time and there is no evidence on our files that it was
considered to represent anything of defence concern.
has a keen interest in this
There is a large public interest in the subject ofUFOs and
in UFO Magazine, which
particular event. He has had several articles on his
pu
has a wide international distribution and an internet website. These articles have included copies
of correspondence with this Department.

I hope this is helpful. Should you choose to reply
but would prefer to remain
anonymous, we would be happy to forward a statement
this office. I would appreciate a
copy of any reply you do send and if you require any further information, please do not hesitate to
contact me.

Yours sincerely,
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18 FEB 2003
Directorate of Air Staff
Operations & Policy 1,
Room673,
Metropole· Building,
Northumberland Avenue
LONDON.

Your Reference: D/DAS 64/3/5
17/02/03.

Thank you very much for your letter dated 29 October, 2002, and for yow;.
offer to forward correspondence ftom me to the Tornado aircrew member who
reported the incident ofNovember 5th, 1990.
I apologise for the delay in writing back (Christmas, family, work etc.) and
hope that the offer still stands!
'\
You may recall that I asked on June 5th, 2002 for your comments regarding an
· article which appeared in the Sun newspaper of Thursday; ,May 16, 2002. This
claimed that the object seen in November, 1990 was in fact 'filmed' by the
Tornado aircrew. It
be of interest to know that the story was given to the
press by a former
editor, who has also 'leaked' ufo stories to the
tabloids in the past!
Please fmd enclosed a stamped envelope ready to be addressed which contains
aforementioned correspondence.
With best wishes for 2003,
Yours faithfully,

•

P.S. Don't know if you are aware of the FSR story which I have enclosed for
your perusal ...

,

one thing seems clear ..::' namely that all of us - .soviets
and Westerners and others alike - are today cowering beneath a nasty "Sword 'of :Damodes" which may mark the
beginning of the end of the reign of this conceited and myopic creature Homo Sap.
·

POSTSCRIPT BY EDITOR, FSR
I wrote this article in the summer o(l990. Since then, I
have not seen a single report about any more such deaths in
any British newspaper! I therefore recently asked Mr Tony
Collins what he thought about this, and it seems that he too
knows of no new cases. But, since the only official "explanation" for such cases so far has been "STRESS", the situation now becomes astounding. For there has been a con·
tinued severe· deterioration in the British economic situation

over the past year, and co~s.~quently "STRESS" must now
be far more prevalent here than ever! Mr Collins admitted
that he had not thought oftliis, and found niy suggestion
startling.
· " ··
If, then, "STRESS" has truly been the cause, we would
then have .to accept that, since the end of 1988, the British
authorities have been censoring the situation so closely that
not ·one single further report of the suicide of a British scientist has got into our newspapers!
But, is it conceivable that such a drastic censorship can
be in force and can be sustained? Personally I doubt it very.
much. Therefore it looks as though the situation is even
more mysterious than ever, and one is still left to wonder
whether an alien influence is responsible? - G.C.

SPECIAL. REPORT TO FSR {MAY 1991)
B.A. PILOTS REPORT UFOs OVER CONTINENT AND NORTH SEA. R.A.F. •TORNADO" TAKES EVASIVE ACTION AS
UFOs •fORMATE" ON PLANES OVER THE NORTH SEA

By Pa:ul White!tead, F:SR J?irector an¢ Consultant
was dark, earlyevening (6.15 p~ local ~ime), on
1990, and a British Airways passenger aircraft was en route to London, flying over the
Alps at 31,000 ft. The crew heard a nearby Lufthansa
jet report and query "traffic ahead". The BA captain
peered intently ahead into the night sky. What he saw
was hardly what he expected!
(At the time, the European press reported the incident, and the "official line" was given: the UFOs were
in fact "space debris from an old satellite re-entering
the atmosphere".)
Well, maybe! But more details have now emerged.
An airline pilot, well known to me and based in the
UK, has spoken personally to the BA captain who
logged the report, at the request of SIGAP (Surrey Investigation Group on Aerial Phenomena). SIGAP has
agreed to the captain's request not to make public his
name, in order to protect him from publicity, and FSR
respects that request. The airline pilot who spoke to
the BA captain also wishes to remain anonymous.
What did the BA captain see? Here is his comment ...
"I looked ahead and saw, somewhat to my surprise,
ahead and to the right and higher than we were, a set
of bright lights. One of the lights, the leading one, was
brighter than the others, and appeared bigger, almost
disk/ike. It was followed closely by another three that
seemed to be in a V formation. As I watched, I heard
another aiJ:craft crew also reporting seeing lights!
"I watched the objects intently as they moved
across my field of view, right to left, ahead and high. It
was then, on hearing the report from the other aircraft, that I realised. I was watching something much
further away than I first thought. The other report
came from France."
Was it a satellite re-entry? The pilot stated: "It
certainly didn't look like that to me. I have seen a
re-entry before and this was different."
But it was the BA captain's further comments that
are causing amazement arid intense interest. SIGAP

I November 5th
T

·has .released the information to UFO. researcher and
writer Tim Good, and we hope to have more comprehensive details this year.
That same night a colleague of i:he captain, in
another BA aircraft, reported two "very bright mystifying lights" while flying over the North Sea. Two
days later, an RAF Tornado pilot told the captain that
on the same evening (5th November) his Tornado while flying with another squadron aircraft, had been
"approached by brigh.t lights". Tite lights, he reported,
"formated on the Tornadoes". (The expression
"formate" is apparently used to indicate a deliberate
intent.)
The accompanying Tornado pilot was so convinced
that they were on collision course with the lights
(apparently nine of them were seen) that he "broke
away" and took "violent evasive action". This same
pilot later added that he thought he was heading
directly for a C.5 Galaxy, a giant US transport plane.
The formation of UFOs carried "straight on course
and shot off ahead at speed - they were nearly supersonic. Some C.S', he said, indicating that they were
going faster than the speed a C.5 can achieve. Some

C5!

.

The pilot known to Paul Whitehead commented.
"This is all a good true story, and could do with an ex- ·
planatio~

All the pilots are adamant that what they had
seen was definitely not satellite debris - and they should
know."

It is to be noted that the North Sea lies to the east
of Britain and just north of Belgium, and the Belgian
Air Force have recently pursued and filmed UFOs
over land close to the North Sea, and possibly over
the North Sea itself. (See Reports on "Huge Triangular Craft Over Belgium" in FSR 35/2 and 35/4. The
attention of readers is also specially drawn to Omar
Fowler's report of an extremely similar case, "UFO ·
SEEN FROM 'TRIDENT' NEAR LISBON" in July
1976, which was published in FSR 22/4 (1976).

'f

e-mail
17/02/03.

·~~""'~"...-""'

North Wales, where
~ a very
to have a career in
the RAF as a fixed-wing pilot. We also travel as often as possible over to RAF
Valley to watch the aircraft.
I have been researching an incident since 1996, which involved a
Tornado three-ship on a transit flight from the UK to RAF Laarbruch,
Germany. In June of2001, the MoD (through the office of the Directorate of
Air Staff Operations & Policy 1) released a copy of the pilots' report, which I
believe was forwarded by yourself. I have enclosed a copy for your perusal.
To try and put some further detail on what was seen, I would appreciate your
comments to some questions I have.
My aim is not to 'expose' any person in fantastic stories, while my
research is purely personal and unconnected to my professional
I only wish to discover some more details so as to build up a more
complete picture of what was seen, and to confirm or otherwise what is already
published. To this end I aw-ee to complete confidentiality, should you request it
-while hoping you reply! Of course, I would understand perfectly if you
choose to reply without identifYing yourself. I will try to keep my questions
brief and to the point.
1) Was the phenomena 'painted' by any ground or airborne radar units?
(including your formation aircraft)
2) Why did you decide to report the sighting to the UK authorities when the
aircraft was under the control of Dutch military aircraft controllers?
3) What response did you receive from Air Traffic controllers (both Dutch and
UK) to your report?
4) Is the description of the observed phenomena identifiable as an aircraft type
with which you are familiar by now?

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - --

- - -----

5) Was any follow-up debriefing carried out upon landing or subsequently?
6) Did any of the Tornado aircraft film or photograph the phenomena?
7) As an approximation, how large would you categorize a 'large aircraft'?
8) Did any of the aircrew consider ftling an airprox (near-miss) report, and if
not, why?
9) How certain were you that the phenomena was at the same altitude, and a
quarter-mile distant?
10) What rank did you hold at the time of the incident, and were you the
formation leader?
ll).What current rank do you hold, or, if retired, what rank did you hold at the
time you left the service?
As background information, which you may fmd interesting, I enclose
some cuttings. I would appr~mments regarding the story related
by.British Airways C a p t a i n - as to his conversations with 'a
Tornado pilot' who thought he was on a collision course with a C5 Galaxy
aircraft, and the assertions that violent evasive manouvers were engaged.
It has been claimed by some that what you actually saw that night was the reentry of the Russian Gorizont 21 Communications satellite. This ties in with
the reports of aerial phenomena reported by civilian airline pilots at 18.15hrs
GMT, whereas your report was logged at 18.00hrs.
The Sun and News of The World newspapers published a story on the
day the further declassified report was released to me (I had received a heavily
censored copy of your report in May, 2000). This claimed that your flight
'filmed' the object, and that this film is used to train pilots at RAF Cranwell in
how to identify Ufos! The source of this story was a guy~........~~
a former editor o~ who insists his sources are entirely reliable.
Finally, thirteen years down the line, what are your thoughts on the
phenomena that you encountered back in 1990?
Should you require any further background material related to published
articles on this incident, I would be only too happy to forward them to you.
I realise this subject is vecy contentious, but hope you can help!
With very best wishes and many.thanks,
Yours ...... ~ . . ., ...n

-::::fV L )'

Unidentified Craft
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence (1) what is his Department's assessment of the
incident that occurred on 5 November 1990 when· a patrol
of RAF Tornado aircraft flying over the North sea were
overtaken at high speed by an unidentified craft; and if he
\Viii make a statement;
[39245]
{2) if he will make a statement on the unidentified
flying object sighting reported to his Department by the
meteorological officer at RAF Shawbury in the early
[39246]
hours of 31 March 1993.
Mr. Soames: Reports of sightings on these dates are
recorded on file and were examined by staff responsible
for air defence matters. No firm conclusions were drawn
about the nature of the phenomena reported but the events
were not judged to be of defence significance.
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:: FOR CAB
· ROUTINE 061340Z NOV 90
. . . .
·..· ·•

. FROI'I
TO

RAF WEST DRAYTON
MOttUK AIR

·. ·:.
·;. .• ' U N C L A 5 5 I F I E It
. SIC Z6F
! sUBJECT: AERIAL PHENOMENA
·! A. 5 NOV 1800Z
1B. ONE LARGE AEROPLANE CSHAPE>. · 5 TO 6 WHITE STEA DY LIGHTS. 1 BLUE
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over the past year, and consequently "STRESS" must now
be far more prevalent here than ever! Mr Collins admitted
that he had not thought of this, and found my suggestion
·
startling.
If, then, "STRESS" has truly been the cause, we would
then have to accept that, since the end of 1988, the British
authorities have been censoring the situation so closely that
not ·one single further report of the suicide of a British scientist has got into our newspapers!
But, is it conceivable that such a drastic censorship can
be in force and can be sustained? Personally I doubt it very
much. Therefore it looks as though the situation is even
more mysterious than ever, and one is still left to wonder
whether an alien influence is responsible? - G.C.

one thing seems clear ...:.; namely that all of us - Soviets
and Westerners and others alike - are today cowering beneath a nasty "Sword 'of Damocles" which may mark the
beginning of the end of the reign of this conceited and myopic creature Homo Sap.
POSTSCRIPT BY EDITOR, FSR
I wrote this article in the summer o( 1990. Since then, I
have not seen a single report about any ~ore such deaths in
any British newspaper! I therefore recently asked Mr Tony
Collins what he thought about this, and it seems that he too
knows of no new cases. But, since the only official "explanation" for such cases so far has been "STRESS", the situation now becomes astounding. For there has been a con·
tinued severe· deterioration in the British economic situation

SPECIAL REPORT TO FSR (MAY 1991)
B.A. PILOTS REPORT UFOs OVER CONTINENT AND NORTH SEA. R.A.F. •TORNADO" TAKES EVASIVE ACTION AS
UFOs •FORMATE" ON PLANES OVER THE NORTH SEA

By Pq,u[ Whiteftead, F$R f!irector an¢ Consu!tant
.

I

II
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was dark, earlyevening (6.15 pin local time), on
November 5th 1990, and a British Airways passenger aircraft was en route to London, flying over the
Alps at 31,000 ft. The crew heard a nearby Lufthansa
jet report and query "traffic ahead". The BA captain
peered intently ahead into the night sky. What he saw
was hardly what he expected!
(At the time, the European press reported the inci~
dent, and the "official line" was given: the UFOs were
in fact "space debris from an old satellite re-entering
the atmosphere".)
Well, maybe! But more details have now emerged.
An airline pilot, well known to me and based in the
UK, has spoken personally to the BA captain who
logged the report, at the request of SIGAP (Surrey Investigation Group on Aerial Phenomena). SIGAP has
agreed to the captain's request not to make public his
name, in order to protect him from publicity, and FSR
respects that request. The airline pilot who spoke to
the BA captain also wishes to remain anonymous.
What did the BA captain see? Here is his comment ...
"I looked ahead and saw, somewhat to my surprise,
ahead and to the right and higher than we were, a set
of bright lights. One of the lights, the leading one, was
brighter than the others, and appeared bigger, almost
disk/ike. It was followed closely by another three that
seemed to be in a V formation. As I watched, I heard
another aircraft crew also reporting seeing lights!
"I watched the objects intently as they moved
across my field of view, right to left, ahead and high. It
was then, on hearing the report from the other aircraft, that I realised I was watching something much
further away than I first thought. The other report
came from France."
Was it a satellite re-entry? The pilot stated: "It
certainly didn't look like that to me. I have seen a
re-entry before and this was different."
But it was the BA captain's further comments that
are causing amazement and intense interest. SIGAP

·has released the information to UFO researcher and
writer Tim Good, and we hope to have more comprehensive details this year.
That same night a colleague of the captain, in
another BA aircraft, reported two "very bright mystifying lights" while flying over the North Sea. Two
days later, an RAF Tornado pilot told the captain that
on the same evening (5th November) his Tornado while flying with another squadron aircraft, had been
"approached by bright lights". TI1e lights, he reported,
"formated on the Tornadoes". (The expression
"formate" is apparently used to indicate a deliberate
intent.)
The accompanying Tornado pilot was so convinced
that they were on collision course with the lights
(apparently nine of them were seen) that he "broke
away'' and took "violent evasive action". This same
pilot later added that he thought he was heading
directly for a C5 Galaxy, a giant US transport plane.
The formation of UFOs carried "straight on course
and shot off ahead at speed - they were nearly supersonic. Some C5", he said, indicating that they were
going faster than the speed a C5 can achieve. Some

T

C5!
The pilot known to Paul Whitehead commented.
"This is all a good true story, and could do with an explanation. All the pilots are adamant that what they had
seen was definitely not satellite debris - and they should
know."
It is to be noted that the North Sea lies to the east
of Britain and just north of Belgium, and the Belgian
Air Force have recently pursued and filmed UFOs
over land close to the North Sea, and possibly over
the'North Sea itself (See Reports on "Huge Triangular Craft Over Belgium" in FSR 35/2 and 35/4. The
attention of readers is also specially drawn to Omar
Fowler's report of an extremely similar case, "UFO
SEEN FROM 'TRIDENT' NEAR LISBON" in July
1976, which was published in FSR 22/4 (1976).
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From:
.
Directorate of Air Staff (Lower Airspace)
Operations & Policy 1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 6/73, Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, I.!
WC2N 5BP
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

020 7218 2140
020 7218
020 7218

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS/64/3/5
Date
29 October 2002

Thank you for your letter of 17 October in which you asked further questions concerning the
'UFO' report of the 5th November 1990.
You asked for clarification of the time of the reported sighting. Zulu time is set at Greenwich
Mean Time and is used throughout the World as a means of referring to a specific time regardless
of differences in time zones. In the UK when clocks are put back one hour for British Summer
Time, Zulu time remains constant, thus Zulu time becomes Local Time minus 1 hour. When the
clocks go forward again in the A"\ltumn, Zulu and Local Time are the same. With regard to the
report of 5th November 1990, as it was winter, Zulu and Local Time in the UK would have been
the same, 18.00. Dutch Local time would be one hour ahead of Zulu Time, thus 19.00.
You also enquired about the possibility of the forwarding of a letter to any of the aircrew involved
in this sighting. The report only identifies one person by name, but if you would like to send your
letter to us, we will ensure it is forwarded to him.
I hope this is helpful.
Yours sincerely,

DAS
102No. ............................
? 1 (;~ !' ,,.l ?002
-\
••

.j

FILE _ _ __

Directorate of Air Staff
Operations & Policy 1,
Room 673,
Metropole Building,
Northumberland Avenue
LONDON.

Your Reference: DIDAS 64/3/5
17/10/02.

Dear
Thank you very much for your letter dated 21 May, 2002, and for your efforts
which resulted in the further copy of the Tornado pilots' report from
November 5th, 1990.
I have one further question regarding this report, namely what time did the
aircrew actually observe the phenomena? While accepting it as 18.00 hrs Zulu
(local time, as documented in section A of the report) how does this translate to
Greenwich Mean Time? As the aircraft were flying in Dutch airspace, was this
18.00hrs Dutch local time (i.e. 17.00hrs GMT) or West Drayton local time?
After having unsuccessfully tried to contact any o( the aircrew involved in the
incident, by way of paying for classified advertisements in various
publications, Twould greatly appreciate any advice you may be able to offer as
to how I may be able to forward correspondence to them, even through a third
party, which would preserve their anonymity.
Yours faithfully,
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Re-~ by satellfte booster cfted as likely vn.....
November 1990, he and the cabin crew
"a set of bright lights.• ahead and to the
and higher than we were•."
D'Alton's timing was within three minutes of
that reported by the Tornado pilot in his signal to the MoD, so we can safely assume that
they saw the same UFO, which would therefore have been many tens of miles away.

DR. DAVID CLARKE & ANDY ROBERTS

We were interested to read Richard Foxhall's
article on the sighting made by the crews of
three RAF Tornado aircraft above the North
Sea on 5 November 1990. Richard should be
gratulated for perseverance and determion in his dealings with the Ministry of
fence that led to the release of the signal
t to Whitehall.
In his article Richard poses a number of
questions concerning the possible identity of
the UFO reported by the aircrew, and asks
why the MoD apparently have no record of
an investigation into this incident. Richard's
speculation concerning secret Stealth aircraft
are interesting and probably correct with reference to other incidents, but we believe they
are in this case a red herring, and we will
explain why.
Richard does not appear to be aware that
many other UFO reports were filed on the
same night, at the same time, by the crews of
civilian airliners in different parts of Europe.
These shed new light on the report by the
Tornado crews, and may explain why the
MoD decided no further investigation was
required.
Firstly, readers should be aware that the
Tornado sighting was not first published in
Nick Pope's Open Skies, Closed Minds
(1996).1t was in fact reported in Flying
Saucer Review Vol 26, No 2 (May-June 1991 ),
in an article by FSR consultant Paul
Whitehead, just seven months after the
event. He obtained an account of what was
seen from one of the Tornado pilots who had
spoken to a British Airways' captain. Reports
also appeared in a number of British newspapers at the time, including the Sunday
Telegraph and the Dally Herald (Glasgow).

I

Captain Mike D' Alton was at the controls of a
Boeing 737 en route from Rome to London
when, above the Alps at 06.03pm on 5

D'Alton was quoted as saying: "What we saw
was one large, fairly bright light. Ahead of it
was a formation of three fainter lights in a triangle. Another faint light was behind the
large light and was slightly slower•• we
watched the lights for two minutes then it
took a lightning-fast right-angle turn and
zoomed out of sight."
Note how similar the captain's description is
to that of the Tornado pilot, " ••five to six white
steady lights, one blue steady light..• UFO
appeared in our [right hand] side same
level... it went into our 12 o'clock and accelerated away."
One of the Tornado aircrew told D'Aiton:
" ...all the pilots are adamant that what they
had seen was definitely not satellite debris"
and the captain himself was quoted as saying: "This thing was not of this world. In all
my 23 years of flying I've never seen a craft
anything like that."
Before we discover what this 'UFO' may have
been, readers should also be aware that this
formation of lights was seen by the crews of
at least three other civilian aircrew at that
same moment.
These included the captain of a Lufthansa
airlines flight and an Air France pilot who
was flying at 33,000 feet above the Pyrenees.
In none of these cases was the UFO tracked
by radar, which adds weight to the conclusion that it was much further away than the
witnesses believed.
At the same time in Belgium, dozens of people on the ground reported a "triangular
object with three lights, flying slowly and
soundlessly to the southwest."
The Air Forces of France, Belgium and
Germany collected dozens of these reports
and concluded the 'object seen was actually
tens of miles high.' Recording equipment
also detected two sonic booms which suggested something had entered the earth's
atmosphere.

When all the observations are gathered
together and times are corrected for neighbouring zones, it becomes clear that the
same, relatively slow moving object was
sighted right across Europe that night. The
date and time of the sightings correlate with
the re-entry of the Gorizont/Proton rocket
body (satellite booster), which burned up in
the atmosphere across northern France and
Germany around 6 to 6.30pm [GMT] on the
evening of 5 November 1990.
This explanation was confirmed afterwards
by the French Service for the Investigation of
Re-entry Phenomena (reported in the
Glasgow Herald, 7 November 1990).
We can speculate that both the British MoD
and Dutch authorities would have been
informed about the satellite re-entry when
they scrutinised the report made by the
Tornado crews. Hthe date and time of the
report tied in with the re-entry, as it did,
established procedure would require no further investigation.
This is the answer to Richard Foxhall's question. The conclusion that the UFO reported
was part of a satellite burning up in the
earth's atmosphere may not be accepted by
everyone. We agree that it does fit all aspects
of the description provided by the aircrews,
but we don't have a clear statement from
them nor do we know if they are aware of the
facts concerning the re-entry which occurred
that night.
We would point out that aircrews are human
beings, and no matter how highly trained
they may be for combat, this would not be
the first time that pilots have seen and reported a spectacular and unexpected re-entry of
space junk as a UFO.
This does not imply that all UFO reports by
pilots can be so easily explained away, and
indeed we will be presenting one case we
feel remains inexplicable in a future issue of
UFO Magazine. But we believe that in this
instance, taking all the evidence into
account, the facts point more directly
towards a man-made rocket body re-entering
earth's atmosphere rather than a Stealth aircraft, or indeed an 'unknown'.

I
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7. The prefixes to the distribution list are almost
certainly three letter designators (See my
answer to
second question) that are unique
partictll.ar. recipients.

(IJ U•&S i 4

In our last issue,
the resuHs of his
an; incident involving
Tornado GR1 aircraft
from the UK to RAF
Germany, through
airspace, encountered
'aeroplane'-shaped craft
right hand side of their

BA
RAF (Ret'd)
is a former RAF
He was a
and the last
at the Greenham
missile base.

The incident, on 5 November 1990, was
including by Nick Pope in his best-selling
book Open Skies, Closed Minds [Simon &
Schuster, London, 1996]. As Richard
explained in his previous article, a newlyawarded contract to publish the first ever
Welsh language book on UFOs persuaded
him to look further into this incident.
With the aid of newly-released hitherto classified documents, and correspondence
between MoD officials, Richard was able to
provide a detailed picture of not only the incident itself, but of the procedures and mechanisms involved when such incidents are notified to the relevant authorities concerned,
and what action, if any, they might take.
In the context of the 5 November 1990 incident, and pertaining to documents and letters
published last issue, Richard has since
received further correspondence from Linda
Unwin, Directorate of Air Staff (Lower
Airspace), Operations & Policy 1, Ministry of
Defence; Nick Pope,
Peft] former head of
Secretariat (Air Staff)
2a (The MoD's 'UFO
Desk' on which Nick
served between
1991-1994); and
Wing Commander
Andrew Brookes of
The International
Institute for
Strategic Studies.

Ms. Linda Unwin

\/ ~s,.._,J.

Question I. No, it would not be useful for aircraft to be directed within a quarter of a mile of
other aircraft. Air Traffic Control Agencies
endeavour to maintain standard separation
between aircraft. If a pilot believes his-her air
craft may have been endangered by the proximity of another aircraft (or, in regulated airspace,

12

Question 3. If this Department received a
such as this today, we would examine the report
in conjunction with the appropriate
Departmental air defence experts. Once it was
established that the report contained nothing of
defence concern, no further investigation would
be made.
Question 4. We are unable to disclose details of
the Squadron involved, but I can confirm that it
is still operational today.
Question 5. RAF aircrew are not taught how to
spot UFOs. Throughout their careers aircrew
are taught aircraft recognition skills and this
may be what has been misreported in the newspaper article. [see Mirrors of Whitehall, UFO
Magazine, June 2002] You may also wish to
note that the sighting report which we sent to
you makes no mention of a "cigar-shaped
object" or the fact it was seen for "six minutes".
Question 6. We are not aware of any video
footage of these events.

Nick Pope
Given that serial L on these signals details the
response to the question "To whom reported",
it does indeed seem clear that the incident was
reported to Dutch Military Radar. This ties in
with the information under serial P - clearly the
initial report was made to the authorities controlling the aircraft at the time of the incident.
It is not clear whether this involved speaking to
someone by radio when the incident occurred,
or making a signalled/written report after the
flight.

years as a Group Director at the
Advanced Staff College, he became coordinator of air power studies at the newly
formed Joint Services Command and Staff
College. He has had several books published
on the history of military aviation. He also published widely on aircraft accidents and flight
safety.

pass to the specialist communications'
staff who actually transmit it, so there would be
a delay.
2. I believe that each signals' machine has a
three letter designator, and that CAB was the
one in the Sec(AS) registry. Referring back to
your previous question, CWD would relate to
West Drayton's machine, while 197 might
mean that the signal concerned was the !97th
sent on that particular day. I was not entirely
sure on these points.
3. As mentioned above, this is the DTG, and
shows when the signal was drafted (i.e. 1340Z
on 6 November 1990). Routine is the lowest of
four degrees of urgency, the others being
Priority, Immediate and Hash.

He is an Upper Freeman of the Guild of Air
Pilots and Navigators, and a Fellow of the
Royal Aeronautical Society. He is an Aerospace
Analyst with Defence Analysis Department
Expertise at The International Institute for
Strategic Studies in all aerospace and air
power aspects, with particular reference to
nuclear issues, unmanned aerial vehicles,
national air forces and the air dimension of
conflicts around the world.

tlv~'

...I.'J>
ti..J,'

4. SIC stands for "Subject Indicator Code", a
three-layered system that codifies every subject o ~ ·
on which military/MOD signals are likely to be 1$
sent. Z6F relates to UFOs, and comes under the
"Miscellaneous" (z) main heading.

1

5. This is where the witness was at the time of
the sighting. I believe this means the Tornados 1
were at a height of 27,000 feet over Ypenburg, the former military airport in The Hague. M.C.
probably stands for Military Control, though I
am unsure of this.
6. I have no idea what RBDAID means. It forms
no part of the text that would have been written
by the person drafting the signal, and is probably
technical data added automatically by the machine.

dJo

'I understand your concern but I can assure you
that there was probably no flying object
involved. I have many thousands of flying
hours to my name and at night, over the sea,
your eyes play all sorts of tricks.
Lights can merge and distance has such little
meaning that a light 20 miles away looks next
to one at half that distance. To illustrate the
point, no aircraft carries a blue light. Ships may
and oil rig exhausts certainly burn that way.

In sum, I have seen many strange phenomena
in my time in the air. In my day, we did not
report such sightings - now aircrew are encouraged so to do. That said, I believe this was no
more than an optical illusion. I have worked
alongside the US Air Force for many years and
there is no way that they would run an unannounced stealth mission through some of the
most crowded airspace in the world.'

13
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From: Mrs L C Unwin DAS 4a1(Secl
MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
From: Mrs L

CUnwin

020721821.40

SEC(AS)2A1 .

...INISTRY OF DEFENCE

The Tornados inVIjlved in the report of5 November 1990 were Tornado GRL These are not air
defe~ aircraft and they were m~ly in transit, not engaged on an operational mission.
020n1soooo
0207218 2580

-

•

Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
(llqdchl)

02072182140

(FIX)
(GTN)

02072181100Q
.020 7218 2680
#

Your Reference

B)I)M~~/3/5

Pf~ovembel" 2000

Your Referefice

~
AS the incident did not thresten UK airspace, it was judged to be of no defence significance.
~

MOD's interest in unusual air activity is to ascertain whether any threst exists to the integrity of
UK airapace. ·Asty incident would be investigsted from an operational perspective in which
Provost and Security Services would have no role.
~

Air Defence aircraft a<:easionally iovestigste unidentified airborne 'targets': Records of this
activity are not for release, however, there is no evidence of any air defence aircrafl employed on

any air defence mission ever having intercepted, identified or photographed an object of an extraterrestrial nature.
Dear Mr Foxball

~

Further to my letter of 26 September "'§:'ding your request for additional informsti;, about an
'unidentified flying object' si~ting on 5 NoVlmlbel" 1990,1 am now in a position to provide a
substantive reply.
Thank you fur your letter of II July addressed to my colleague, Mr Fowle, requesting further
information concetning the 'UFO' sighting report, a copy of which was sent with our letter of
IS June. I will answer your questions in the same order as yourletter.

Ql. a) 'UFO; Bightings are reported to us in a variety of ways. Some of these reports follow a
standard li~ of quesf;ions and some do Dot. However, having examined the copy of the report sent
to you, I believe ~ fo.llmvB the following format:
·

A," D~~ uid tiine~f~~: •
B.
C.
D.
E.

Description of Object ·
Exact position of Observer
How object waS obseived
Direction in which object was first seen

It appears that a Tornado aircraft, probably one of a formation of three, waa conducting a routine
eastbound journey from an airfield in the UK to Laarbruch in Germany during the evening of
Monday 5 November 1990. The aircraft was leaving UK Airspace when it was overtaken by an
aircrafl shaped object. Shortly before control of the aircrafl was transferred by the London
Military air traffic controller at RAF West Drayton to his counterpart at Dutch Military Radar in
the Netherlands in accordance with standard procedure. We assume that the aircrafl was still in
contact with RAF West Drayton on its second radio and chose to report the incident to UK
authorities. We do not know if it waa also reported to Dutch authOrities. Since the event involved
aircraft departing UK airspace, it is unlikely that the situation generated any UK Air Defence
interest.
I will now anawer yOur questions in the. same order aa your letter.

F. Angle of Si&ht
..
.
.
0. Distam:e
H. Movement of Object
J. Meteorological conditions during observation
K. Nearby objects or buildings
L. To whom reported
M; Informant's details
"
N. Any background of infonilant that may be revealed

0. Other witnesses.
---.
-·
-·Q I. b), crand e). ~report is the OO!y information We h&ve on file regarding the sighting and.l
am uttible to speculate on what may or may il<it h8Ye lakeD place at the time.
·.

the

The. integrity Or UK's aiispace in peacetime is maintained through cootinuolis
surveillance ofthe UK Air Defence Region by the Royal Air Force. ~is achieved by uSing a
combi~ation of ~i(il and military radar installations, which provide a coittinuous real-time
. "p~" of the UK airsp8ce. Any threat to the UK Air Defence Region would be handled in the
light of the particular cin:umslallces at the. time (it might if deemed apprOpriate, Involve the
~ling or c!Mision of.air defettce aircraft). From that perspective, rq>oris provided to us of
sightiu8s are examined, but consultation with air defeilce staff and. ot!tC:rs as neC:essary ii
COfiSidered only where there is suffi~ent evidence to suggest a breach of UK air space. The wst
mijority of reports We !=ive are very sketchy amd vague. Only a haDdfu1 offeports in recent
yean have~ further investigation and none revea1ed any evidence.of a threat.
QI. ci)

In order to provide you with a reply we have made some enquiries.: Given the fact that the event
you mention a<:curred some I 0 years ago these have taken a while to complete.

Ouestjon UH)
Wben Air Defence aircrafl are scrambled for a.real air policing mission. they are deemed
operilional and the Ministry of Defence has no mle in the chain of operational command.
That chain of oommaiui involves an Air Defence COmn!ander and an Air Def"""" Control and
!tqlortiag Centre. During an operilional ntission. orders to the aircrafl and reports of findings are
paaaed up and·down this chain:· An operational summary of the mission is written by the aircrew ·
on landing and paased to the appropriite staff in the operational chain of cOmmand. The Station
. Comminder is neither part of the Operational cominand chain during the ntission nor involved in
_d.>aequent aJialysis, boWever, he would probably be informed of events ~ ~of courtesy.
. ....

-

. . .

··-

As I mentioned in my previous letter, a<:easionally members of the public do send us photographs
of objects in the sky which they have been unable to identify. These are usually of lights at night
for which there could be rational explanations, such as aircraft lights. It is not the function of the
MOD to provide an aerial identification service and there is therefore no reason for us to keep a
database of these photographs.

QumiruLl

All notifications of sightings and letters are kept and placed on file.

~

Tbe larger part of duties falling to DAS 4a(Sec) (fonnerly ~AS)2a) concerns mili~ low
flying training in the UK, advice on non-operational RAF activities oversess, RAF Exchange
Officer deployments and management ofDiplomatic flight clearance pra<:eduies.
I hope this is helpful.

Yours sincerely,

·/C~

-

Sec(AS) (now called DAs .ia(Sec)) has no role itt commiod O...ilrthe .processing of any
operational data. DAS 4a (Sec) is the focal point within MOD for correspondence relating to

'UFOs' and passes correspondence, as appears appropriate, to air defence expertS.

'tJF?'

02072182140
02072'18to00

02072182680

•
Your Reference

Q2. "MOD files are generally released to the Public Record Office when they reach the 30 year
point. A Wide range of files for 1974. would, therefore. be considered for releaae in early 2005. AS

Mr FOWle said, illfbrmation about the incid"!!l may exist on archived filea from other Branches.
However, withOut knowing what information there ntight be and thereby, tracing it to a particular
Branch, there is simply no way of identifying the files. It is also the case t!lat althou~ 'UFO' ·
files are routinely preserYed and made availl!ble at~30Y"'U"point, lllher~jjlymay
be destroyed when it is judged that their contents arc of no specific interest or importance hi terms
of preservation. To canyout a search of MOD archived filestotiy and identify in the first
instance thOse that might CODWn telt:Yaitt iilf<ifiilation amd subsequently check them to see if& particular incideiifWiiHecorded would iriva!VeSCrirtinjof a cOilsiderable volume of paper
records. For this reason, your request was refused under Exemption 9 of the Code of Practice on
Access to GoVernment Information (voluminous or vexatiOus request).
Q3. AS you know, the MOD's only inierest in 'UFO' sightings is whether they reveal any
evidence that the United Kingdom's .urapace might have been comprontised by hostile or
unauthorised foreign ntilitary activity. Unless there is evidence of a potential threat to the United
Kingdom from an external military soUrce, we do not attempt to identifY the precise nature of
each sighting reported to us. MOD does not therefore have a library of photographs of'upusual
aerial phenomena'. Any photographs sent to the Department by members of the public are either
n:turoed to them or placed on file with the associated~·
Q4. I

enclOse a copy of your sighting report of7 May 1996.

wish

If you are uiihaPPY. With the-deCWon tO re!Use yOUireqQest fur access to MOD files and
to .
appeal, you should write in the first instance to the Ministry ofDefencO, DOMD, Room 619,
Northumberland House, Northumberland Avenue, LondOn WC2N SBP requesting that the
decision be reviewed. Iffollowing the internal reView you remain dissatisfied, you can ask your
MP to take up the case with the Parliamentary Commissioner for Adntinistration (the
·
Ombudsman) who can investigate on your behalf. The Ombudsman will not, however, ooilsider
an investigation until the internal review process has beell completed
·

Yours sincerely,

~f!{~/5
N~ruery2oo1

~, am writing further to my letter of 13 December 2000,

as! am aow in a position to provide a

oubstantive rq>ly to your letter of22 NGvember 2000.
In your letter of S September 2000 you asked a oomber ofbypotheiical questions, citing as an
example the sigbtiog on Sl:fowmberl990. The uswers given addressed a likely sequence of
~but~ necessarily those_'arising '?n the date_ in. que~::

You mention.tbe handlinS of the "additional infonnation". bur letterofl7 November 2000
contained no "new". infunnation. In our efforts to be helpful, we sought advice of current air
defence staff who provided their interpretation of.the likely events, based no the data in the signal
. filed by RAF West Drayton, a oopy of which was proVided to you.. , am 110( able to iay whether
there was, or was not. an "investigation" into the incideilt of 5 Nowmber 1990 as departmental
records tbrihat period were desiniyed some tiine ago; in aocordance with lll1lndanl administrotive
pn>eechlres. We hsve no ides if any report was ever made to the Dutch authorities.
-.- Wtth regard to your qwistion concerning records of Air defence air<:raft investigating unidentified
or UllCOO'e1ated radar returns. it appears you may have misunderstood the: context in which we use

the tenn "unidentified airborne targets". For air del'ence purposes, air defence staff endeavour to
ideolify all air<:raft thst~are dete<ted on radar operating wilhin the UK Air Defence Region. Those
that canaot be immediately identified and wbicb are considered a potential threat are intercepted
in order that visual identificatioa cin be made. Aircrow oubmit reports on completioo of their
missions and there are no u-.;.s on·rocord of anything other thin man made aiicrall being
i-.:epted. A request for 111 indiVidual report woold be lilrely to be rc8ued under Exemption Ia
of the Code ofPractice on Aa:ess to GOvernment Information (lnfurmation whOse discloSIU<
ViOUid hsrm nstional security or defence), u they relate totheCCJI.IIIUct ofmilitary opeiations.
We hsve made eoquiries to sea.ifthe number of reporti is readily a.ailable. Unfortunately there
are no ligures prinr.to 1990, as most files and log books are destroyed after a five to ten year
period. It iS est~maiedthat~ t99otbe.munber.~freport~rilade was less than. five in eft:Cb year.
Finally, you asked wbelhcr ru... previously available to Sec(A5)2a woold siill be available to
DAS 4a(Sec). I can""""' yoil that Secretariat(Air Stafl)'s 111«8"'"with Director of Air Staff has
meant our files hsve simply been itamped with our new· title, roc instance the file this lett« has
been placed on was jn-eviowly D/Sec(AS)64/315. All files that were availabtO to us as Sec(AS)2a
are siilla..Uiable to DAS 4a(Sec).
Yours sincerely,

)L~

From: Mrs L C Unwin
gjractorate of Air Staff
Operations & Policy

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 6173, Metropole ·Building, Northumberland Avenue, London,
WC2N5BP
02072182140
02072189000
02072'182680

•
Your Reference
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records l1mlm they are 30 years old. This is to ensure that material of historic value i~ preserved
for the nation, while material which is not worthy of preservation, is destroyed when It ceases to
have administrative value. Material selected for preservation generally remains cloSed-for
30 years after the last action has been taken and is then transfen"ed to the Public Record Office.
Occasionally records are retained fur longer periods, for example w~ their release could be
damaging to Dational security, but this is only with the express pernnss1on of the Lord Chancellor.
All other material is d~yed.
Unti11967 all 'UFO" files (!bat is the files originating from this~~ were destroyed a~ five
years, as there was insufficient public int~ in th~ ~~ject ~ ~t th~ perm~ retention.
However since 1967 follow;,g an increase •n pubhc tnterest m this subJect "UFO report files are
routinely p~ Air defence files, on the Other band, contain material of an operational

now

nature and these files are normally destroyed after five years, unless. unusually, they are
considered to contain infonnation of historic signiticao.~.

~procedure for neighbouring NATO air dee~ and air tnfli~ control units to liase

closely. In this case, the object was detected visually by aucraft t"':t bad just been transfen"ed
from London Militaiy to Dutch Military air tnflic control and the 11r defence system was not
involved. rt is ftkely that the aircraft were still.in commuoication witlrl!Oth agencies_ andwould
·have at least veroally reported the presence of a potentially conflicting aircraft to their pnmary
control unit.
~
There is iio evidence to suggest that this was tracl<:ed by any airborne or ground baSed radar units.

=

4

Fmally, you mey wish to note _that we have recently ..;oved to a new location and due to a
·•
reorganisation within the Directorate of Air Stall; our title bas changed, as shown at the top ofthis
letter. There bas, however, been no change to our duties .._-ding correspondence about 'UFOs'.
·1 hope this is helpful

Yours sincerely,

__ ..

:~.

i.E: ,Ji

.ROUTINE 0613+0Z NOV 90
FROM
. TO

As to yo!lf investigations of the aerial phenomena oo 5th November 1990, I'm not
sure that I can be of much help. My own flights surrounding that date were on 18th October
and 12th November, hoth were daylight sorties.· I'm not sure what I was up to in the
interim. I heard nothing about such an encounter on XV Squadron, and I'm pretty sure I
would have done. People often ask me if I have seen a UFO and the honest answer is no.
No';ertheless, I have listened to some pretty interesting tales_ from friends and colleagues
and 1believe they saw what they say they saw! Thus, you are not writing to a S\)eptic.

Now, to answer your specific questions:

RAF WEST DRAYTON
l'tODUK AIR

UNCL AS S I F { E D
SIC Z6F
!sUBJECT• AERIAL PHENOMENA
~=: gN~O~A~~:e~EROPLANE <SHAPEl. 5 TO 6 WHITE STEADY LIGHTS. 1 BLUE
'sTEADY LIGHT. CONTRAILS FROM I<LIJE ARE~ ~
c. IN THE AIR M.C.6 AREA. FL270 YPEtl9UR~

-~= ~~~~~N~YI00

DEGREES. SAME ALT FL270

F. INTO OUR 12 OCLOCK
G. ONE QUARTER MILE AHEAD
·H.

STEADY

J. N/K

~: ~6~KING

DUTCH MILL RADAR

. M.

It is probable that the aircrew involved would.have been operating their radars
during the transit flight However, the GR l radar is optimised as a ground-mapping device
and has certain limitations air-to-air. At \4 mile range, any target would be difficult to pick
·· "
out on radar.

We were trained to limit the use of our radar \\'benever possible: Short bursts, so
that an enemy tracker would have difficulty looking 00: This was a hectic time, during the
b.:ild up to war. Then IJI4lre !him ever we were flying as we meant 10 fight, with pea£etime
constraints well and truly removed.
·
What was it? I haw no ideal But all soris of stuff waS being tried, tested and

installed in weeks; whereaS in peacetime it would have taiken m._ probably years.
had my first sight of the Stealth Fighter around that time (soon tO be niclc:-named the
wobblin' goblin). The Aritericans had been operating it tor a number of years. They
definitely know how to keep a secret!

I

ION

~

SEC. <AS>

ACTION

AFD_D

< CXJ

·or ·ss
·DGSTI

I wish y<iu luck in your investigations; sony you've drawn fl'bit of a blank here.
f.

been no change in our poticyfur the release of 'UFO' fiies and no decisi?n has been
made to retain them for fifty years. Files from the 1970's will he release to the Pubhc Record
Office at the 30 year point.

.

·. FOR CAB

Dear Mr Foxhall,

?h~bi;! Records Act 1958 and 1967 requires all government departments to review their

:

310C25B7

Thank you for youi{etter, which I received today! It certainly took a PrettY
circuitous route to finally reach me. which explains why I have not written sooner.

&rilt~~g
~st2001

Thank you for your letter of 10 July in which you ask for ~larification of several points arising
from your previous correspondence. I will answer these 10 the same order as your letter.

·-

~'ih:-L ~-s ·S ·1· F

"·

.

/
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SPONSORS

According to a report in the Hollywood trade
paper Variety, 15 major companies paid as
much as $25 million to have their products
featured prominently in Steven Spielberg's
latest movie, Minority Report, starring Tom
Cruise.
Toyota spent $5 million alone so that the
movie would feature a futuristic Lexus, while
Nokia paid $2 million for the headsets with
which the characters communicate. Product
placement is nothing new in Hollywood, but in
the past few years it has become·an epidemic.
The advertising industry see this as the future
and an effective means to cut out commercials.

Sharing this view is Professor Robert Thompson, director of the Center for the study of Popular Television,
at Syracuse University, New York. "Product placement will
become more prevalent and more sophisticated," he says.
All the major studios and television networks have product
placement divisions, and the business may be worth as much
as a billion dollars a year. The boom can be traced back to an
earlier Spielberg film, ET, which showed the cute alien being
enticed out of hiding with the offer of then little-known .
American sweets called 'Reese's Pieces'.
After the film's release in 1982, sales of the sweets went
through the roof. Advertisers took note -as did the movie
companies,
which realised
the sweet manufacturers hadn't paid a cent
Thankfully,
Columbia
Pictures sought
nothing but our
permission to
inject certain
materials into
this summer's
impending
blockbuster,
Men in Black II!

From:
Directorate of Air Staff (lower Airspace)
Operations & Policy 1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 6/73, Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, london,
WC2N 5BP
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS/64/3/5
Date
20 June 2002

;Thank you for your letter of 5 June. I will answer your questions in the same order as your letter.
·Question 1. No, it would not be usual for aircraft to be directed within quarter of a mile of other
'aircraft. Air traffic Control Agencies endeavour to maintain standard separation between aircraft.
If a pilot believes his/her aircraft may have been endangered by the proximity of another aircraft
,(or, in regulated airspace, where an Air Traffic Controller believes there has been a risk of
'collision) they will file an airmiss report.
'

Question 2. Yes, if a similar incident occurred today in controlled airspace it is likely that the
,Pilot would report it to the air traffic controller.
Question 3. If this Department received a report such as this today, we would examine the report
in conjunction with the appropriate Departmental air defence experts. Once it was established
that the report contained nothing of defence concern, no further investigation would be made.
Question 4. We are unable to disclose details of the Squadron involved, but I can confirm that it
is still operational today.
'Question 5. RAF aircrew are not taught how to spot UFOs. Throughout their careers aircrew are
taught aircraft recognition skills and this may be what has been misreported in the newspaper
article. You may also wish to note that the sighting report which we sent to you makes no
mention of a "cigar-shaped object" or the fact it was seen for "six minutes".
Question 6. We are not aware of any video footage of these events.
I hope this is helpful.
Yours sincerely,

FILE NOTE
This letter was discussed with DAO ADGE 1
follows;

His advice is as

Ql. It would not be usual for ATC to direct one aircraft to fly close to another. See
DAOs LM of 1 May 02- Enclosure 40.
Q2. If this happened today the pilot would talk to the ATC.
Q3. This is for us to answer.
fs next
Q4. It would not be advisable to release details of the Squadron asmove is likely to be to write to the Squadron and this could lead to him trying to trace
~The Squadron was 2(AC) Sqdn which are now based at RAF Marham and
~ht there was no harm in telling that the Sqdn was still
operational.
Q5.
said aircrew are not taught to spot UFOs but he thought t~
were
aircraft recognition skills. I spoke to the Senior Naval Officer (Cdr ~~
at the Joint Elementary Flying Training School, RAF Cranwell (~
~. He
confirmed that aircrew are taught aircraft recognition during their careers 6l..i"t not
specifically during the elementary stage of their training at Cranwell. Wg Cdr ~
(DAS(LA)Ops) confirmed that aircrew do this training throughout their careers.

20th June 2002

Directorate of Air Staff
Operations & Policy 1,
Room 673,
Metropole Building,
Northumberland Avenue
LONDON.

Your Reference: DIDAS 64/3/5
05/06/02.

Thank you for your letters dated 8th and 21st of May, 2002, and the amended
copy of the pilots' report. I was in two minds as to whether I should have sent
a postcard from the sunny (and warm) Algarve, but unfortunately there was not
enough room for your address!
I am grateful for your your continued efforts regarding my questions, and
apologise if some appear to be repeated, albeit in a different wording. I may be
at fault in this, as some of my queries should probably been worded in the
present tense. Also, some ATC questions I have posed are because I can not
fmd anyone else (retired from military service, even) who is willing to
comment. Therefore, I would once again ask your advice on the following:1. Would it be considered usual in 2002 (bearing in mind deconfliction of
aircraft with regard to air safety and night flying), to vector a high speed
aircraft to within a quarter mile of other aircraft (not on an operational
mission) at the same altitude and heading without alerting aircrew to other air
traffic in the same vicinity?
2. Were a similar incident to occur today, in a controlled airspace environment,
would Standard Operating Procedures dictate that the aircrew involved would
report the observed contact to their designated air traffic controller?
3. Were a similar incident to occur today, what would be your Departments'
likely response, and how far up the chain of command would the report go?
4. While fully accepting the need for witness confidentiality, would it be
possible, twelve years on from the incident, to disclose from w~·~~~;w;u~---.
DAS
102No. .....,................".....
-7 JUN 2002

ru

1~ OA'I~
'L

=t- -) l)oJ(

the Tornado GRl aircraft or the aircrew were generated? If not, could you
confll111 whether the squadrons are still operational at this time?
5. Iwould also appreciate your comments on an article which appeared in the
Sun newspaper of Thursday, May 16, 2002RAF LEARN TO SPOT ~LIENS'
New RAF pilots are being taught how to spot and report UFOs. Cadets at the
RAF College in Cranwell, Lincolnshire, are shown video footage ofa 1990
sighting. Tornado pilots watched a cigar-shaped object for six minutes near the
Dutch border.
What, if any, truth is behind this article? Do trainee officers undergo any kind
of 'Ufo' reCognition course at Cranwell or elsewhere?

6. Does the MOD in fact have video footage of the 1990 Tornado incident?
With many thanks as always,
Yours sincerely,

--- - - - -- -----,..-

....... -- ...

From:
Directorate of Air Staff (Lower Airspace)
Operations & Policy 1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 6/73, Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, London,
WC2N SBP
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS/64/3/5
Date
21 May 2002

Further to my letter of 8 May, I am now in a position to send a substantive reply to your letter of
11 April.
In light of your continual interest in this incident and with the forthcoming Freedom of
Information Act in mind, we have reviewed the report that was originally sent to you and I am
pleased to be able to enclose a second copy with much less information removed. Paragraph M
and one addressee from the distribution list will continue to be withheld under the Data Protection
Act 1998 as they contain the name of the pilot who made the report, and the actual post of an
individual working within the MOD. I can, however, inform you that their Department was the
Directorate of Air Operations. I hope the extra information that has now been revealed will assist
you with your enquiries.
With regard to your questions about what may, or may not, have been seen on radar screens and
the actions of air traffic control staff, we have provided the only document we are aware of about
this incident. Air traffic and radar records are not kept for long periods and we are unable to
speculate on what occurred almost 12 years ago.
In your letter you also asked for details of the aircrew mentioned in the report and if they had been
killed on active service. I am unable to discuss details of individual servicemen and their careers.
Finally, you asked about the RAF' s definition of a large aircraft. There is no official definition.
The reference to "one large aeroplane (shape)" in the report was merely the perception of the
person making the report.

Yours sincerely,
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RAF WEST DRAYTON
MOI•UK AIR
.

. UNC L AS S I F I E D
:.

SIC Z6F
SUBJECT: AERIAL PHENOMENA
A. 5 NOV 1800Z
B. ONE LARGE AEROPLANE <SHAPE>. 5 TO 6 WHITE STEADY LIGHTS. 1 BLUE
STEADY LIGHT. CONTRAILS FROM BLUE AREA
C. IN THE AIR M.C.6 AREA. FL270 YPENBURS
. t1. NAKED EYE
· E. HEADING 100 DEGREES. SAME ALT FL270
F. INTO OUR 12 OCLOCK
C. ONE QUARTER MILE AHEAD
· H. STEADY
J. N/K
K. N/K
L. WORKING DUTCH MILL RADAR
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PAGE 2 RBDAID 0009 UNCLAS
N.. NIL
. . .
0. 2 OTHERS FROM LAARBRUCH
. : .·· .· .._-.· ..'·.
F' .. OTHER INFO. AIRCRAFT WAS UNDER DUTCH MIL CONTROL UFO APPERREII IN
.·
.. ' ··.. ·. .·.;.. OUR RH SIDE SAME LEVEL 9 WE WERE TRAVELLING AT MACH POINT 8. IT WENT
INTO OUR 12 OCLOCK AND ACCLLERATED AWAY .. ANOTHER 2 TORNADOS SEEN IT
AND POSSIBLE IDENTED IT ~S A StEALTH AIRCRAFT
BT
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FILE NOTE
Advice was taken from Commander
Defence Communications Services Agency (tel
we should redact the signal addresses, time/date group
the public.

with regard to whether
IC from signals sent to

His advice is that this is not classified information and these are only used for ease of
distribution. For example the SIC (Signal Identification Code} Z6F is a
miscellaneous category and one of the subjects listed under it is UFOs.
therefore an aid to getting the signal to the right Department. Cdr
see
no harm in releasing this information to the public.
he had no
With regard to the distribution list at the bottom of signals, Cdr
objection to this being released but it was really a matter for
addressee
wished to give this information to the public. In the case of
has been removed under the Data Protection Act as it refers to an actual post (unique
identifier). However, we are willing to explain to
branch is
mentioned.

21 May 2002

DAS-LA 0 sPol1
CL(FS)-Legal1
24 April 2002 17:23
DAS-LA OpsPol1
lnfo-Access2
RE: The redaction of names from documents released under the Code of Practice on
Access to Government Information

From:a

Sent:•
To:
Cc:
Subject:

The advice
about redaction in relation to DPA 98 is sound! Further guidance is available in our
12- Redaction of Personal Data available on the Data Protection Website on MODWeb (Policy, then
Guidance
Legal, then Data Protection).
If you have any queries, please come back to me.

-----Original Message----From:
Info-Access2

Sent:

24 April 200215:52

To:
Cc:

DAS-LA OpsPoll
CL(FS)-Legall
The redaction of names from documents released under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information

Subject:

We spoke this afternoon about whether it was permissible under the Code of Practice on Access to Government
Information (the Code) to withhold names of serving armed forces personnel from information (in this case a
signal) that is to be disclosed to the public.
To clarify what I said on the phone. The disclosure of names of any personnel (armed services or civilian) is
subject to the Data Protection Act 1998 (DPA). This is a statutory measure, and as such any information that
DPA would bar the disclosure of must be withheld. The Code anticipates such instances under Exemption 15.
My understanding of DPA is that we should be redacting both the names, and any other unique identifiers (such
as the numbering at the end of posts) from any information we release. The only exception to this would be for
1
public figures such as the Secretary of States. More authoritative advice on DPA is available from
Claims and Legal who has lead on this matter. I have therefore copied this email to her, and hopefully tnis will
ensure that I have not misled you!
I hope that this helps,

lnfo-Access2
St Giles 821

1

·S-LA-Ops+Pol1
To:
Subject:

DDefSy(PerSec)-Hd/Sec
Release of Information

It has been suggested to me that you may be able to help with a request I have received from a member of the
public for release of information under the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information. If you are not
the right person for this, I would be grateful if you could point me in the right direction.
My section is the focal point within the MOD for correspondence about unidentified flying objects and we receive
quiet a few requests for copies of UFO sighting reports. Under the Code we are obliged to be as open as possible
and can only withhold information if it falls under one of the specific exemptions of the Code. If material is withheld,
the correspondent can appeal, first to DG lnfo(Exploitation) and then to the Parliamentary Ombudsman, both of
which scrutinise the use of the exemption and determine whether it has been used correctly. In the case of the
Ombudsman, this can lead to a Department being publicly criticised.
Many of the reports we have received were sent to us via signal from RAF Stations (mostly RAF West Drayton).
They are usually unclassified, but contain details such as the time/date group, SIC and distribution. I would be
grateful for any advice you could give as to whether there would be any security implications regarding the release of
these details. Please bare in mind that if we were to attempt to withhold this the only exemption that I think it could
fit under is Exemption 1a -Information whose disclosure would harm national security or defence.
I look forward to your advice in due course. Please give me a call if you need any further information.

1

From
Directorate of Air Staff (Lower Airspace)
Operations & Policy 1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 6/73, Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, London,
WC2N SBP
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS/64/3/5
Date
8 May2002

Thank you for your letter of 11 April in which you asked some further questions regarding the
'UFO' sighting report of 5th November 1990, which was sent to you with our letter of
15 June 2000.
In light of your questions, we have reviewed the copy of the report that was sent to you and feel it
may be of assistance to you if we could release more of the details of the report. We are currently
consulting with other Departments to see what (if any) further material may be released and as
soon as we have received their advice, I will write to you again.
I am sorry that I am unable to send a substantive reply at this stage.

Yours sincerely,

DA0/1/13
1 May 02
DAS(LA)Ops+Polla

1.
You asked for comment on the points raised byin his latest letter dated 11
Apr 02 on the UFO incident reported by a flight ofRAF Tornados on 6 Nov 90.
2.
We discussed the "blacked out" sections of the original report and the possibility that
some of that information might now be released to help address some of the points raised bion 40
~ave reviewed the original report and, with the exception of Para M which identifies
one of the aircrew by name, there would be no objection to releasing the remaining sections.
None of these have any bearing on operational capability and their release may prove beneficial
as they show that the aircraft were under Dutch Military control at the time and that the aircrew
thought the 'phenomena' may have been a stealth aircraft.
3.
As the incident took place in controlled airspace, the ATC agencies involved would have
endeavoured to maintain the standard separation criteria with other traffic in the area. It is,
therefore, highly unlikely that the 'phenomena' was under control of either agency. If it had
been under control, by implication it would have been visible on radar, the other aircraft would
have been warned of its proximity and, if it had come too close to other traffic, an air miss
report would have been filed. The fact that this did not happen supports the fact that neither
control agency were aware of the 'phenomena' because they could not see it on radar.
4.
The main point in all of this is that neither ATC agency appear to have been aware of the
presence ofthe 'phenomena' and thus could not have been controlling it and could not have
warned the Tornado flight of it's presence. The suggestion that it was a stealth aircraft was
probably an attempt by the observer of the 'phenomena' to come up with a rational explanation.
Although stealth technology was in its infancy at the time, it is possible (but I think very
unlikely) that such aircraft could have been operating covertly in our airspace.
5.
I will leave you to address· I I - J s questions on the identity of the aircrew, whether
they survived the Gulf War and the RAF's definition of a large aircraft!!
Signed on CHOtS

WgCdr
DAOADGE 1
MB4227I
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CHOtS: DAO ADGEl
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Directorate of Air Staff
Operations & Policy 1,
Room 673,
Metropole Building,
Northumberland Avenue
LONDON.

-~

-------------------------------.

Your Reference: D/DAS 64/3/5
11104/02.

Thank you for your letter dated 20 September, 2001. In my attempts to glean
further details of the unexplained aerial phenomena observed by six RAF
aircrew on November 5th, 1990, I wrote to AIS (Mil) at RAF West Drayton.
As I expected, this was routed to your department. Thank you for your reply,
dated 19 November, 2001.
Whilst I recognise that reports of this nature are are only given a cursory
examination by MOD staff I would appreciate your guidance on the following:
1. Was the 'phenomena' ever considered as being attributable to a USAF
Stealth type aircraft? It has been suggested to me that mention of this may be
blacked out on the copy of the pilots' report in my possession, under heading
'P' Page2.
2. Had ATC been aware of a covert flight being responsible, is it likely that a
report of this nature would have been ftled?
3. As the 'phenomena' oyertook the Tornado flight while leaving UK airspace,
was any evidence found, or even looked for, to confrrm the 'phenomena' as
being under air trafftc control? This incident did of course take place within
controlled airspace.
3. Why did LATCC not inform its Dutch NATO ATC colleagues of an
unidentified aircraft approaching their region, either directly or, seeing that the
aircraft were under Dutch military ATC, why were the Tornado pilots not
instructed to report the incident directly to them?
4. Asslld\ing the 'phenomena' to be friendly and under ATC instruction, would
it be considered usual (bearing in mind deconfliction of aircraft with regard to
air safety and night flying), to vector a high speed aircraft to within a quarter
mile of other aircraft (not on an operational mission) at the same altitude and
heading? Is it not usually the case that military aircraft are advised by military
aircraft controllers of other trafftc in their vicinity, i.e. height,.~~W.U...si~"---

OAS
t
1MNo. ............................ .
12 /\l)!:~ 2002

and direction, and that therefore the ufo in question was disregarded because it
was not tracked by UK or associated NATO ground-based radar units?
5. Would it be possible, twelve years on from the incident, to disclose from
which squadron(s) the Tornado aircraft were generated? If not, could you
confirm whether the squadrons are still operational as of2002?
6. Were any of the (presumably listed) aircrew involved killed in action during
the Gulf War of 1991, or subsequently in RAF service?
7. What is the Royal Air Forces' definition of a large aircraft? i.e. 747?
C-130? B52? B-1?
It has taken me many months to try and trace former aircrew who were based
at RAF Laarbruch at the time of the incident, and those who I have contacted
tell me they have not heard of this incident, even though some tell me they
have heard many similar tales in the mess! I would therefore appreciate any
. advice you coould offer regarding further courses of action I might take in
order to contact any person who might recall the incident. My only intention is
to try and add further detail to what was actually seen, and whether this
unknown craft matches descriptions of other 'unexplained aerial phenomena'.

With many thanks and best wishes,

;1rcs.
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From:
Directorate of Air Staff (Lower Airspace)
Operations & Policy 1

@'
/

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 6/73, Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, London,
WC2N 5BP
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS/64/3/5
Date
19 November 2001

I am writing with reference to your letter of 11 November, addressed to RAF West Drayton, in
which you requested further details concerning the aerial phenomena report of 5 November 1990,
which was sent to you by this Department in June 2000. Your letter has been passed to us as we
are the focal point within the Ministry of Defence for correspondence regarding 'unidentified
flying objects' .
RAF West Drayton operate written and video tape air traffic records. The written records are
kept for three months and the video tapes are kept for one month before being reused. Records
are only retained for longer periods where they form part of an investigation into incidents such
as, aircraft accidents.
I can confirm that there are no records at RAF West Drayton containing any further details on the
events you are researching.
Yours sincerely,

14-NOU-2001

12=18

FROM

AISCMIL)LATCC

TO

DAS

P.01

"

11/11/01

Dear Sir/Madam,
I have, over the last four years, been researching a
particular Incident from November 5th, 1990 when a flight of
. •;,;' • tfiJiee'RAf'Tv~lld()r~~l~'-~·;~:~:i~

.RAF Laarbruch, Germany, encoumenMii·an 'AettatPhenomena'~
As the repc;rt was taken by military aircraft controllers at
RAF West Drayton, I wonder whether any further detail could be
added to the saki report.
I enclose a copy ofthe report taken by ATC, whtch was
released to me from Secretariat (Air Stam2a dated June 15, 2000
which you may find helpful.
1have also been In touch with the Dutch authorltes, who
have no record or recollection of the incident.
Many thanks,

14-NOU-2001

12:19
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From:
(Lower Airspace)
Directorate of Air
Operations & Policy 1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room Gn3, Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, London,
WC2N 5BP
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS/64/3/5
Date
20 September 2001

Thank you for your letter of 1 September in which you asked for further clarification of points
raised in your previous correspondence.
Question 1.
In order to answer your question it may help ifl explain how MOD deals with 'UFO' sighting
reports. When 'UFO' sightings are reported to the MOD they are examined by staff in DAS and
any that we consider could be of defence concern are passed to those within the department who
have responsibility for air defence matters. I should add that the vast majority of reports we
receive are very sketchy and vague. Only a handful of reports in recent years have warranted
further investigation and none revealed any evidence of a threat. Once they have assessed the
reports, the air defence staff will send a reply, which will be filed with the sighting report on our
files. The air defence file on this subject in the main contains those requests from DAS staff
asking for information and the responses that have been sent back. In recent years a specific file
has been kept for these reports and this is retained for 30 years before being released to the Public
Record Office in the same way as DAS 'UFO' files .
Question 2
With regard to your comments concerning airprox incidents you may wish to be aware that the
regulations governing the reporting of aircraft proximity incidents are internationally recognised,
and administered in the United Kingdom by National Air Traffic Services Ltd. (NATS), the
organisation responsible for the management of air traffic. They state that any pilot, civilian or
military, who believes that the safety of his or her aircraft has been compromised by the proximity
of another may report this fact to the Joint Airprox Section (JAS), who will undertake an
investigation. Regulations allow only for an aircraft proximity report (more commonly known as
an airmiss) filed by the pilots involved to be investigated by the JAS, this is for the simple reason
that pilots are best placed to judge whether the safety of their aircraft has been compromised. As
no record can be found of an airmiss report being filed for this incident, it would appear that the
pilot did not consider that the safety of his aircraft was compromised.

You also asked what evidence the MOD has to show that standard procedures for liasing with
neighbouring NATO air defence and air traffic control units were applied. Also, what evidence
the MOD has to show that the unidentified aircraft seen was not of a hostile nature?
The only surviving record of this event, that we are aware of, is the report that was sent to you on
15 June 2000. We do not have any "evidence" that the procedures you have enquired about in
subsequent letters were followed, but in order to try to assist with answering your questions we
have attempted to interpret what was likely to have occurred, based on the information contained
in the report and current practices. With regard to the comments from the Royal Netherlands Air
Force, air traffic records are not usually kept for long periods and as this event was over 10 years
ago, it is perhaps not surprising that Dutch Military radar staff are unable to recall it.
Finally, you asked if we can confirm that there are no other documents within the MOD that may
contain information about this incident. Although we have supplied the only record that we are
aware of, we did check the Operations Record Books for the Squadrons that these aircraft are
likely to have originated from, to see if there was any information on this event. However, none of
them contained any mention of it.
I hope this is helpful.

&

LOOSE MINUTE
D/AHB(RAF)/5/21
18 September 2001
DAS(LA)Ops + 1
RAF Form 540
Further to your e-mail and our subsequent telecon the answers regarding your
questions on the RAF Form 540 are as follows:
1. All RAF independent units, i.e., stations, flying squadrons, regiment squadrons,
signals units, maintenance units etc, along with RAF elements of joint service units
should produce a 540.
2. The Form 540 Operations Record Book should be submitted to this branch on a
monthly basis, not later than 6 weeks after the month being reported on. Although
in reality it can be more like 6 months plus.
3. The 540 was first introduced in 1936. However many of the early squadrons kept
records going back to their formation during WW1.
4. As stated at 2 the unit should submit its 540 not later than 6 weeks after the month
being reported on. The original document should be sent to AHB with a copy being
kept on the unit. As far how long the copy of the 540 is kept on the unit is
concerned, I am afraid that that this depends on the unit, some destroy them after
a year and some, if they are interested in their history, keep them ad-infinitum.
5. 540's are held at AHB for approximately 25 years, they are then sent to the
departmental reviewers who clear them for release into the Public Record Office at
the 30-year point.
Moving on to your next query regarding the incident on the 5th of November 1990
supposedly involving Tornadoes from Marham. I am afraid that I have gone through
the 540's for Marham, Neatishead, 27 and 617 (the 2 squadrons based at Marham at
that time) Sqns to no avail. None of them contain any reference at all to any flying
object. Indeed the deployment to Laarbruch only merits a one line entry in 61 Ts 540,
and is not mentioned at all in either 27's or the stations.
In your e-mail of 14/9 you requested extracts from Coltishall and Saxa Vord's 540 for
the period covering Sept 70. I have ordered these documents back from the PRO and
will forward copies of the necessary pages when they arrive. Please bear with me on
this as currently documents are taking anything up to 10 days to return from the PRO

AH83(RAF)
BP Bldg 266 7413BP

LOOSE MINUTE
D/DAS/6411
11 September 200 1

AHB3(RAF)

F540 Operations Record Books
1.
I would be grateful for your advice regarding the retention of F540 Operations Record
Books.
2.
We are the focal point within the MOD for correspondence from the public regarding
'unidentified flying objects' . Some of those that write to us are keen to find as much
documented information as possible, particularly where it is alleged RAF Stations or personnel
may have been involved. With the Code ofPractice on Access to Government Information and
soon the introduction of the Freedom of Information Act, we are looking at what material may
be available, and it has recently been suggested that station F540s may be a useful source of
information.
3.
I understand that it is unlikely that F540s would contain a record of UFO sightings, but
these incidents sometimes coincide with real events at a station that have become confused, or
misreported until they appear that something unusual has happened. In these cases, an entry in
the Station F540 may give a possible explanation. I would, therefore appreciate your advice on
the following questions;
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Do all RAF stations (even non flying stations) keep a F540?
How often is an entry made in them (ie. daily, monthly)?
Approximately when were these first kept?
How long are F540s kept at the station before being sent to AHB?
How long are they retained at AHB before being transferred to the PRO?

4.
In addition, I would appreciate your help regarding a particular enquiry we have
received from one of our regular correspondents. He has been writing to us for some time
1
looking for documents relating to an event on 5 h November 1990 in which one (maybe more)
RAF Tornado pilots reported seeing an object fly past them and heading towards Dutch
Airspace. The Tornados were transiting from RAF Marham to RAF Laarbruch at the time.
We have given him all the information we have on this incident, but he has now asked ifwe
can be sure that no more exists within MOD. If you hold F540s for RAF Neatishead and
RAF Mar ham for this period could you please see if there was any mention of this incident in
either of them.
5.
Thank you for any assistance ou can provide. I am happy to discuss if you wish.
My telephone number is ~ 40

w'.

A

Directorate of Air Staff
Operations & Policy,
Room 673,
Metropole Building,
Northumberland Avenue
LONDON.

Your Reference: D/DAS (Sec)64/3/5
01109/01.

Thank you for your letter dated 9 August, 2001.
I would respectfully request further clarification of my interpretations to your
response of9 August in the same order as your letter.
Question 1

The only 'records' on unusual aerial phenomena held within your department
are the actual reports received from various sources.
Any intelligence analysis or further investigative procedures within the
Ministry on a given case automatically receive the 'Air Defence' title, therefore
exempting them from public access. Is this the reason why no analyses or
conclusions to reported phenomena are included with the report files?
Questjon2
As I understand it, an aircraft which closes to a distance within one mile of
another aircraft at the same flight level or altitude is not normally allowed
within controlled airspace.
The Civil Aviation Authority informs me that they received no airprox incident
report on the Tornado incident, and have searched their database to no avail.
I have contacted Lieutenant
of the Department of
Foreign Affairs, Royal Netherlands Air Force, and I quote:
uAttempts to retrieve any information about the encounter you mentioned have
been unsuccesful. There is no known documentation about any UFO-sighting
around that period I also talked to people that were working on the (civilian)
Air Miss Committee and controllers ofDutch Military radar in that particular
period. Nobody remembered an event that looked like the one you are
investigating.
If in the future anything is found when cleaning a dusty attic I will inform you,
but. it must be assumed that the pilots ofthe British Tornado's never mentioned
the encounter to the Dutch radar operators, nor made an offi ·
·

DAS

102No. .............................
-4 SEP 2001

.· FJlE:.::===::::-:-:--

Netherlands."

From this statement, what evidence does the UK Ministry of Defence have to
show that standard procedure for liaising with neighbouring NATO air defence
and air traffic control units were applied?
Also, what evidence does the Ministry have from its investigation to show that
an unidentified aircraft seen visually leaving controlled UK airspace by six
highly trained RAF aircrew was not of a hostile nature?

t:s;uo

Finally, with the recent release of the Ministry of Defences' 'Rendlesham
O~tM>.>
Forest Incident' file, can I be assured that no other documentation, either
~c;:i
classified or unclassified, exists within the Ministry or within NATO regarding <
the Tornado incident of November 5th, 1990?
N~
Thank you for your patience in dealing with my correspondence, I hope you
are settling well in your new 'barracks'!
Yours faithfully,
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P. 01

Community Relations Officer,
Royal Air Force Lossiemouth,
Morayshire,
f
ScotlanP,.
,,
07/09/01.
Dear Sir/Madam,
I would be grateful if you could advise me whether XV Squadron has an
archivist or historian, or some other person to whom I could write requesting
further details of an unusual phenomenon which was observed in 1990 by
aircrew of a flight of three Tornado GRI aircraft while en-route to RAF
Laarbruch.
Directorate of Air Staff Operations & Policy, Ministry ofDefence (previously
DAS4al(Sec) ), have kindly forwarded me a copy of the documented report in
their possession, which is dated 5th November, 1990.
Unfortunately, this document bears only the most basic details and I wonder
whether any further details of this event might exist in the squadrons' records?
Thank you.

Yours faithfully,
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MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 6/73, Metropole Building, Northumberland Avenue, London,
WC2N SBP
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS/64/3/5
Date
9 August 200 1

Thank you for your letter of 10 July in which you ask for clarification of several points arising
from your previous correspondence. I will answer these in the same order as your letter.
Question 1.
The Public Records Act 1958 and 1967 requires all government departments to review their
records before they are 30 years old. This is to ensure that material of historic value is preserved
for the nation, while material which is not worthy of preservation, is destroyed when it ceases to
have administrative value. Material selected for preservation generally remains closed for
30 years after the last action has been taken and is then transferred to the Public Record Office.
Occasionally records are retained for longer periods, for example where their release could be
damaging to national security, but this is only with the express permission of the Lord Chancellor.
All other material is destroyed.
Until 1967 all "UFO" files (that is the files originating from this branch) were destroyed after five
years, as there was insufficient public interest in the subject to merit their permanent retention.
However since 1967, followingan increase in public interest in this subject "UFO" report files are
now routinely preserved. Air defence files, on the other hand, contain material of an operational
nature and these files are normally destroyed after five years, unless, unusually, they are
considered to contain information of historic significance.
Question 2.
It is standard procedure for neighbouring NATO air defence and air traffic control units to liase
closely. In this case, the object was detected visually by aircraft that had just been transferred
from London Military to Dutch Military air traffic control and the air defence system was not
involved. It is likely that the aircraft were still in communication with both agencies and would
have at least verbally reported the presence of a potentially conflicting aircraft to their primary
control unit.

-

-

-

- -

- -

Question 3.
There is no evidence to suggest that this was tracked by any airborne or ground based radar units.
Question 4.
There has been no change in our policy for the release of 'UFO' files and no decision has been
made to retain them for fifty years. Files from the 1970' s will be release to the Public Record
Office at the 30 year point.
Finally, you may wish to note that we have recently moved to a new location and due to a
reorganisation within the Directorate of Air Staff, our title has changed, as shown at the top of this
letter. There has, however, been no change to our duties regarding correspondence about 'UFQs'.
I hope this is helpful.

Yours sincerely,

e>A0/1113
13 Jul 01
DAS 4Al(Sec)
FOR ASSISTANCEReference:
A.

D/DAS(Sec)64/3/55 dated 5 Feb 01.

1.
You asked for assistance in answering additional questions and points raised by.
~s latest letter dated 10 Ju1 01.

tion 40

2.
In his first question, asks why files, if they existe~eserved in
line with the Public Records Acts. Your response at Reference A toprevious
letter makes reference to the destruction of departmental records. I assume that you were
referring to records from the operational departments, ie, D Air Def and operational units, and
not those from your own department that are carefully preserved. If an investigation had been
undertaken and conclusions reached, I would have imagined that they wou1d have been copied
to your department and would have appeared on your files. The fact that they do not
reinforces our belief that no investigation was undertaken. I am not conversant with the Public
Records Acts, but files and records of an operational nature are normally destroyed after 5
years unless, unusually, they are con~idered to contain information of historic significance.
However, as you are aware, DAO files, and D Air Deffiles since 1992, with a "UFO" content
are sent to the AHB for retention
3.
expresses concern that "a fellow NATO member was not warned of an
impending airspace violation by an unidentified aircraft". It is standard procedure for
neighbouring NATO air defence and air traffic control units to liaise closely. In this case, the
object was detected visually by aircraft that had just been transferred from London Military to
Dutch Military air traffic control and the air defence system was not involved. It is likely that
the aircraft were still in communication with both agencies and wou1d have at least verbally
reported the presence of a potentially conflicting aircraft to their primary control unit.
4.
asks whether the "one large aeroplane (shape)" was tracked by any airborne
or ground based radar units. Unfortunately, there is no evidence to suggest that this was the
case.

WgCdr
DAOADGE 1
MB4227 Il 2 L ol
CHOtS: DAO ADGEl
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DAS 4al(Sec),
M.O.D.
Whitehall,
LONDON.

Your Reference: DIDAS (Sec)64/3/5
10/07/01.

Thank you for your letter dated 5 February, 1991, and for your patience in
dealing with my enquiries.
There are a few things that I would like clarification upon, and would
appreciate your advice.
1. You mention that departmental records covering the period in question
were destroyed some time ago, in accordance with standard administrative
procedures. If files existed besides this single document (which I feel is a
reasonable assumption given that an unidentified aircraft overtook three RAF
Tornado GRl front-line aircraft while leaving UK airspace), why were these
files not preserved in line with the Public Records Acts of 1958 and 1967?
2. I accept the reason stated for the lack of defence interest from a UK
defence position, but am concerned that a fellow NATO member was not
warned of an imending airspace violation by an unidentified aircraft.

3. Was the "One large aeroplane (shape)" tracked on any airborne or ground
based radar units? Presumably at least one radar unit was functioning beween
the GRl three ship, if only the weather radar.
4. I read recently that the MOD will not be releasing any ufo files from the
1970's for fifty years. Is this true, and if so, why?
Yours faithfully,
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DAS 4a1(Sec)

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Our Reference
D/DAS(Sec)64/3/5
Date
5 February 2001

Dear
I am writing further to my letter of 13 December 2000, as I am now in a position to provide a
substantive reply to your letter of 22 November 2000.
In your letter of 5 September 2000 you asked a number of hypothetical questions, citing as an
example the sighting on 5 November 1990. The answers given addressed a likely sequence of
events but not necessarily those arising on the date in question.
You mention the handling of the "additional information". Our letter of 17 November 2000
contained no "new" information. In our efforts to be helpful, we sought advice of current air
defence staff who provided their interpretation of the likely events, based on the data in the signal
filed by RAF West Drayton, a copy ofwhich was provided to you. I am not able to say whether
there was, or was not, an "investigation" into the incident of 5 November 1990 as departmental
records for that period were destroyed some time ago, in accordance with standard administrative
procedures. We have no idea if any report was ever made to the Dutch authorities.
With regard to your question concerning records of Air defence aircraft investigating unidentified
or uncorrelated radar returns, it appears you may have misunderstood the context in which we use
the term "unidentified airborne targets". For air defence purposes, air defence staff endeavour to
identify all aircraft that are detected on radar operating within the UK Air Defence Region. Those
that cannot be immediately identified and which are considered a potential threat are intercepted
in order that visual identification can be made. Aircrew submit reports on completion of their
missions and there are no instances on record of anything other than man made aircraft being
intercepted. A request for an individual report would be likely to be refused under Exemption la
of the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information (Information whose disclosure
would harm national security or defence), as they relate to the conduct of military operations.
We have made enquiries to see if the number of reports is readily available. Unfortunately there
are no figures prior to 1990, as most files and log books are destroyed after a five to ten year
period. It is estimated that since 1990 the number of reports made was less than five in each year.

Finally, you asked whether files previously available to Sec(AS)2a would still be available to
DAS 4a(Sec). I can assure you that Secretariat( Air Staft)'s merger with Director of Air Staff has
emeant our files have simply been stamped with our new title, for instance the file this letter has
been placed on was previously D/Sec(AS)64/3/5 . All files that were available to us as Sec(AS)2a
are still available to DAS 4a(Sec).

,
.4A(SEC)

Subject:

DAOADGE1
29 January 2001 17:32
DAS4A(SEC)
DAS4A 1(SEC)
FW: HANDLING OF CORRESPONDENCE ON AIR DEFENCE MATTERS

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

DAOADGEietter.doc

As promised, following our conversation today on the subject of the attached note, I can confirm that I am content to
continue providing support from an air defence perspective on UFO/UAP matters. Clearly, there will be occasions
on which you will need an operational input on whether an incident has any operational air defence significance and,
providing the workload is maintained at the current, relatively low level, I am probably best placed to continue to act ·
as the conduit for that support.

WgCdr
DAOADGE1

-----Original Message----From: DAS4A(SEC)
Sent: 12 January 2001 12:29
To: DAO ADGE1
Subject: HANDLING OF CORRESPONDENCE ON AIR DEFENCE MATTERS
Importance: High

1

FILE NOTE
File D/DAS(Sec)64/3/5
Monday 29 Jan 01.
Went with DAS4Al(Sec) to see DAO, ADGE 1, Wg Cdr
, discuss my minute of 12 Jan
01 in which I asked him to indicate if he wished to continue to receive 'UFO' correspondence and
conduct investigations as he deemed necessary.
Since the 1977 Review ofProcedures (Sec(AS) ADGE 1, has received a smaller number ofUFO
letters and other notifications ofUFO sightings. These have been, as agreed with Sec(AS),
notifications from the Credible Witness, corroborated statements and any reports made during the
time of the sighting. He had no idea of the numbers but felt that they were quite small.
A very few are investigated in any depth. He looks at each letter/notification 'from an air defence
perspective and with his expert knowledge of radar decides whether he feels there is any
requirement to 'investigate' any further. This he may do very occasionally; generally the extent of
his work is to take a quick look at the paper and, in his capacity as a radar expert, decide that it is
not a matter of concern and take no further action. lfhe does decide to take action he is likely to
refer to 2 Group or to an air traffic controller.
He is happy to continue in this role although he is not tasked or resourced to receive a wider range
of material (which was not suggested) nor to undertake detailed investigation (unless there is
evidence of anything being very seriously amiss). He is content to do this in view ofthe fact that
there is no ·radar expert within D AS.

15 JAN '01 15:25 FROM DGMO.DMCS.DOMD LONDON··- ---·--10-. . .
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P.01

Ministry of Defence
Room 617.
Northumberland House
Northumberland Avenue
LONDON
WC2N 5BP
Telephone: 020 72
Fax:
020 721

Fax
Re:

Pages:

I (including this cover page)

Date:

12th January 2000

-UFO files.

Thanks for faxing the DIS letter over to me. Having spoken with DOMD
that you treat your end
request as complete. However l'\' ~
contacted DIS about the ftle they mention in their letter. I can't see a reason fc-::refusing to release the information concerned. We'll chase them up on this. !_f th~./
agree to release this info
I get them to forward it to you?
m

As long as the files withheld by the RAF would reveal details of
operational procedures then exemption la is okay. Any other information would have
to be considered separately. Was there a possibility of releasing some info but not the
whole document? If not, then I'm happy with the letter to go out as is.

Once again, I'm sorry about the delay in getting back to you.

- --

·-·-

.. .

·-

. . .. ...... -

-· -

.

•
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LOOSE MINUTE

D/DAS(Sec)64/3/5

12 January 2001

DAOADGE 1

HANDLING OF CORRESPONDENCE ON AIR DEFENCE MATTERS
1. As you will know, your desk is one of our points of call for advice on replying to a small
selection of letters from members of the public on the subject of incursions into UK airspace by
Unidentified Aerial Phenomena (often referred to as 'UFOs'). On occasions letters have also been
sent to DI55, for any investigation they might regard necessary.
2. Consultation has taken place over many years, 25 at least, and our line has been that:
"MOD examines any reports of 'UFOs' it receives solely to establish whether what was seen
might have some defence significance; namely, whether there is any evidence that the UK's
airspace might have been compromised by hostile or unauthorized air activity."
Every few years some measure of internal discussion has taken place to review our public line and
action taken in view of the fact that MOD interest has proved to be negligible. At the present time
we remain recipients of'reports' of sightings by members of the public, many of which are sent
initially to AIS(Mil) at West Drayton. Letters and 'reports' receive a brief reply and are, generally,
filed upon receipt with a very few passed on for investigation.
3. Recently we have been informed by DISS that they no longer wish to see the very small selection
of'reports' from credible witnesses that we have been sending them. This leaves us with one port of
call, your own desk. I would be grateful if you would let me know if you wish to continue to play a
part in any consideration of the air defence significance of 'UFO' correspondence, as opposed to the
role of advisor to DAS(Sec) on RAF procedure. If you see no role for yourself as assessor of events
that may or may not have an air defence significance (to date they have not), then I anticipate
reviewing our public line on the subject and handling of enquiries in general. It would be helpful if
you would let me know the reasoning behind your decision to inform internal discussion.

DAS4A(~

MB8243 ~

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

OMD14
11 January 2001 13:58

I'm sorry I'm so late in getting back to you. A combination of Xmas leave and training courses has meant I've only
just seen your LM of the 28th December relating to
realise I've missed your deadline of earlier this week
but do you still want something from us in writing? l~ft an LM and get it off to you by the end of the week . .

..-o1

-D/DA0/1113

FOR INFORMATION ON AIR DEFENCE MATTERSReference:

A.

D/DAS(Sec)/64/3/5 dated 28 Dec 00.

1.
At Reference, you requested clarification on the number of reports on aircraft scrambles
on a year by year basis in relation to ~s latest letter.
2.
The frequency of aircraft scrambles against unidentified radar targets has changed
dramatically since the end of the Cold War in 1989. Prior to 1989, it had been common for our
air defence aircraft to be scrambled to intercept unidentified radar targets almost on a daily basis.
However, as the Cold War drew to a close, the frequency of such incidents reduced dramatically
and, since the demise of the Warsaw Pact, is now in single figures, typically only 2 or 3 tim~
xear. ~
3.
If necessary, I could probably ascertain the precise number of scrambles over the past 10
years, but not without some considerable effort in sifting through old operations log books. The
files containing the relevant mission reports are likely to have been destroyed in repeated reorganisations of our air defence structure over the past 7 years (I personally authorised the
destruction of one such file in the past year when UK CAOC became NATO CAOC 9!). I would
question the value of going through such an exercise just to come up with some very small
numbers. As most files and log books are routinely destroyed anyw~ af!.er a 5 to 10 year period,
it is highly uniiireiyihat accurate figures could be ascertainea prior to 1991,. 4.
I hope this is of value, but please do not hesitate to contact me if you require further
assistance. Meanwhile, it is important to emphasise that there is no evidence to suggest that any
of these scrambles have taken place against anything other than man-made aircraft (PS. Happy

WgCdr
DAOADGE 1
MB4227 ~
CHOTS: DAO ADGE1

1

~··

·e
LOOSE MINUTE
D/DAS(Sec)64/3/5
28 December 2000
OMD14

PROPOSAL TO REFUSE INFORMATION UNDER EXEMPTION IN THE CODE OF
PRACTICE ON ACCESS TO GOVERNMENT INFORMATION
1. I attach the latest letter
a persistent correspondent on the subject of
'UFO's. I also attach at Annex A my draft reply.
2.
s first letter about this particular sighting on the 5 November 1990, was in
Apn
this is his fourth letter on the subject. During this correspondence he has asked
many detailed questions which we have considered in line with the Code ofPractice on Access
to Government Information and all have been answered as fully as possible.
3. At Question 2 of
s latest letter he has enquired about the reports of incidents
where military air defence aircraft have been scrambled to investigate/ intercept airborne
targets. I propose to withhold the files containing the reports under Exemption 1a of the Code
of Practice on Access to Government Information (Information whose disclosure would harm
national security or defence). I am making further enquiries to see if details of the numbers of
such incidents may be released.
3. I would be grateful for any comments you may have either on my draft or the use of this
Exemption, by COP Monday gth January 2001.

DAS4Al(SEC)
MB8245 ~

e

(

!

M.O.D.
Whitehall,
LONDON.

Your Reference: D/Sec(AS)/64/315

22/11/00.

Thank you very much for your reply dated 17 November 2000, which was
extremely helpful and Informative.
There are a few points upon which I would appreciate your guidance.
1>An unidentified aircraft was seen exiting the UK Air Defence Region,
and overtook three R.oyal Air Force low-level, supersonic capable
ground attack aircraft on the evening of 5th November 1990.
Your correspondence dated 4 August 2000, stated that the reporting
form forwarded to Sec (AS)2a by a pilot of the three-ship formation of
Tornado GR 1 aircraft, was the only Information on file.
I am Interested to learn:
a) Why the additional information forwarded by DAS 4a1(Sec) to me In
your previous reply, was not In the same file as the pilots' report, and
therefore not readily available to DAS 4a1(Sec)?
b) If the additional information was not In this file, where was the file
containing the additional Information located?
c) Whether the additional information recently discovered will now be
kept permanently with the file containing the pilots' report?
•
d) Is a written copy of the MOD/RAF Investigation Into the Incident
available for public scrutiny?
e) What supporting evidence does the MOD/RAF give to justify the
statement that this Incident was not a hostile act by an unknown
authority, and also the reasons why It was not of defence Interest?
As DAS 4a 1(Sec> serves as the focal point for correspondence
relating to unidentified aerial occurrences, which department serves
as the focal point for receiving Investigation reports and their
respective conclusions regarding aerial sighting reports received by
UK Armed Forces personnel?
With regard to your answer Identified as Ouestlon 5 regarding records
not for release of Air defence aircraft investigating unidentified or

n

uncorrelated radar targets or returns: ( E> Ccv·a.--"'"~ 1.Lt.-,s)
a> How many records of this type exist?
b) Between what dates were these reports received?
c) Is there a date allocated for the release of these flies, and If so, what
Is It?
."
d) What Is the reason for wltholdlng these files from pri,b llc scrutiny?
With past records being misplaced due to restructurl~-g -withln the
MOD, what safeguards are in place to ensure that all records available
to Sec (AS)2a wn be accessible and readily available to DAS 4a 1(Sec)?
Thank you for your efforts to deal my enquiries, they are appreciated.
Yours faithfully,

ANNEXA

DRAFT
I am writing further to my letter of 13 December, as I am now in a position to provide
a substantive reply to your letter of22 November 2000.

In your letter of 5 September 2000 you asked a number of hypothetical questions,
citing as an example the sighting on 5 November 1990. The answers given addressed
a likely sequence of events but not necessarily those arising on the date in question, as
I believe my letter made clear.

You mention the handling of the "additional information". Our letter of 17 November
contained no "new" information. In our efforts to be helpful, we sought advice of
current air defence staff who provided their interpretation of the likely events, based
on the data in the signal filed by RAF West Drayton, a copy of which was provided to
you. I am not able to say whether there was, or was not, an "investigation" into the
incident of 5 November 1990 as departmental records for that period were destroyed
some time ago, in accordance with standard administrative procedures. We have no
idea if any report was ever made to the Dutch authorities.

With regard to your question concerning records of Air defence aircraft investigating
unidentified or uncorrelated radar returns, it appears you may have misunderstood the
context in which we use the term "unidentified airborne targets". For air defence
purposes, air defence staff endeavour to identify all aircraft that are detected on radar
operating within the UK Air Defence Region. Those that cannot be immediately

identified and which are considered a potential threat are intercepted in order that
visual identification can be made. There are no instances on record of anything other
than man made aircraft being intercepted. Aircrew submit reports on completion of
their missions and these are handled in the same way as all other routine, operational
mission reports. They are not released to the public as they relate to the conduct of
military operations&nd I am sure you will understand, that we can not allow
information of that nature to fall into the hands of potential adversariesJYour request
for release of this information is therefore refused under Exemption 1a of the Code of
Practice on Access to Government Information (Information whose disclosure would
harm national security or defence).

If you are unhappy with this decision and wish to appeal against it, you should write
in the first instance to Ministry ofDefence, DOMD, Room 619, Northumberland
House, Northumberland Avenue, London WC2N SBP. If, following the internal
review you remain dissatisfied, you can ask your MP to take up the case with the
Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration (the Ombudsman) who can
investigate on your behalf The Ombudsman will not investigate until the internal
review process has been completed.

Finally, you asked whether files previously available to Sec(AS)2a would still be
available to DAS 4a(Sec). I can assure you that Secretariat(Air Staff)'s merger with
Director of Air Staff has meant our files have simply been renumbered with our new
title, for instance the file this letter has been placed on was previously
D/Sec(AS)64/3/5.

2J

LOOSE MINUTE
D/DAS (Sec) 64/3/5
28 December 2000

DAOADGE 1

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION ON AIR DEFENCE MATTERS- Reference: D/DA0/1/13 dated 15 December 2000
1. Thank you for your help withclarify the following.

s letter. I would be grateful if you could

2. Paragraph 2 (a) and (b)- Do you know how many reports currently exist on incidents
where aircraft have been scrambled (say on a year by year basis)?. I appreciate that the

reports themselves can not be released to the public, but if the figures are available, could
they be released?
3. I am grateful for any advice you can provide.

DAS4A1(~

MB8245 ~

e

rviiNISTRY OF DEFENCE
DAS 4 (SEC)
18 DEC 2000

D/DA0/1113
15 Dec 00

FILE

........_

Reference:
A.

D/DAS(Sec)/64/3/5 dated 12 Dec 00.

1.
At Reference, you forwarded a copy of
latest correspondence and asked me
to comment on your draft response to his first question and provide some information to address
his second question.
~"'"\

1

2.
I have discussed the matter with
and I would agree that the time has now
come to try and bring this saga to a close as there is no additional information that we can provide,
.
either factual or interpreted. Your draft response to
s first question is, therefore,
~J
suitably concise and to the point. I think it important to
that, in our efforts to be helpful,
\ . ._ you sought advice of current air defence staff who provided their
· based on the scant
data
available,
namely
the
signal
filed
by
RAF
West
Drayton.
to have
1
I incorrectly misinterpreted this to be some form of previously recorded information that we had not
L disclosed.
3.
As far as which department serves as the focal point for receiving reports, I thought they
all came in the first instance direct to DAS 4 (please correct me ifl am wrong). From there, they
are passed to DAO (and presumably any other staffs if appropriate) to see if there is any air defence
related significance. It may be worth making it clear that we do not investigate every report in
depth and our enquiries are usually very cursory in nature. The outcome is then fed back to DAS 4
where, presumably, you keep all the correspondence. I do not know whether you would wish to
point out that we only look at those reports coming from credible witnesses.
4.
Turning
s second question, I believe he may have misunderstood the
context in which we use the term "unidentified airborne targets" . For air defence purposes, we
endeavour to identify all aircraft that are detected on radar operating within our area of
o..__ + \~.
responsibility. Those that cannot be immediately identified and which are considered a potential
threat are intercepted in order that visual identification can be made. There are no instances on
\'Jc,"S... record of anything other than man made aircraft being intercepted. Aircrew submit reports on
completion of their missions and these are handled in the same way as all other routine, operationr
CJ _ ) mission reports. They are not for release to
blic
to
of /
et_~f' .:- mil~ o.E_er~
am sure
agree, It would Irresponsible of us to
ChcL ·
allow Information of that nature to fall into the hands of potential adversaries. Post mission reports
~ ~led and those files are nQ!!llally destroyed in
ordance w·
ormal rocedure~
~
years. This is an on-going activity which has its roots in the Battle of Brit · . Clearly, during the
Co'i<rWar when aircraft of the Warsaw Pact regularly probed our airspace, a was often and openly
reported in the national press, frequent interceptions resulted. Since the end o he Cold War, such

s'i f

*u ·

1

~~- -
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c..

e.\

t.

instances have become very infrequent. I must stress that all these activities relate to visual
41tientification of aircraft and there have been no reports of anything more sinister, other than the
odd weather balloon!
5.

lust for more information.

I hope this is of use and fully satisfies

Wg

DAOADGE 1
MB4227~
CHOTS: DAOADGEl

2

From:
Directorate of Air Staff
4a1 (Secretariat)

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
01,![ Reference
DIVAS( Sec)64/3/5
Date
13 December 2000

I am writing to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 22 November requesting further information
about the 'UFO ' sighting report of 5 November 1990.
Your letter is receiving attention and we will send you a substantive reply as soon as possible.

e

LOOSE MINUTE

D/DAS(Sec)/64/3/5
12 December 2000

DAOADGE 1
copy to:
DI 55

Reference: D/DA0/1/13 dtd 30 Oct 00
1. I attach the latest letter from
sighting on 5 November 1990.

a persistent correspondent on the subject of a UAP

2. ~rst wrote to this Secretariat concerning UAP in November 1996. Some months later
(in 1997) he wrote to his MP on the subject of procedures for reporting UAP sightings and then
resumed his correspondence with us in April 1998 asking about a specific event on 5 November
1990. His latest letter is the fourth on the subject ofthat sighting in 1990.
3. We are required to consider
request in line with procedures laid down in DCI GEN
223/99 based on the Code of Practice on Access to Government Information while, hopefully,
bringing the correspondence on this particular event to a close. I would certainly like to answer his
first question (points a. to f included) fairly briefly and attach a suggested form of wording. I
should be grateful if you would cast an eye over the attachment and let me have comments and
corrections by COP 19 December.
4.
s second question (points a. to d. inclusive) widens his area of interest somewhat.
Perhaps you would let me have some information that I shall then work into a reply.

DAS4A(SEC)
MB8243 ~

.

····· ········-····-·· ··········-·----·····--· - - - · - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

ANNEX
In your letter of 5 September 2000 you asked a number of hypothetical questions, citing as an
example the sighting on 5 November 1990. The answers given addressed a likely sequence of
events but not necessarily those arising on the date in question, as I believe

letter

makes clear.

You mention the handling of the "additional information". Our letter of 17 November contained no
"new" information but did interpret, in a little more detail and in an effort to be helpful, the events
suggested by the original report. I am not able to say whether there was, or was not, an
"investigation" into the incident of 5 November 1990 as departmental records for that period were
destroyed some time ago, in accordance with standard administrative procedures. We have no idea
if any report was ever made to the Dutch authorities. (lf. "which department serves as the focal

point for receiving investigation reports... regarding aerial sighting reports" DAO please
advise.)

.

17

sec. <A.S.)2a 1,
M.O.O.
Whitehall,
LONDON.
22/11/00.
Dea. . - ,
Thank you very much for your reply dated 17 November 2000, which was
extremely helpful and Informative.
There are a few points upon which I would appreciate your guidance.
1>An unidentified aircraft was seen exiting the UK Air Defence Region,
and overtook three Royal Air Force low-level, supersonic capable
ground attack aircraft on the evening of 5th November 1990.
Your correspondence dated 4 August 2000, stated that the reporting
form forwarded to Sec (AS)2a by a pilot of the three-ship formation of
Tornado GR 1 aircraft, was the only Information on file.
I am interested to learn:
a) Why the additional information forwarded by DAS 4a 1(Sec> to me In
your previous reply, was not in the same file as the pilots' report, and
therefore not readily available to DAS 4a 1(Sec)?
b) If the additional information was not in this file, where was the file
containing the additional information located?
c> Whether the additional information recently discovered will now be
kept permanently with the file containing the pilots' report?
·
d) Is a written copy of the MOD/RAF Investigation Into the Incident
available for public scrutiny?
e) What supporting evidence does the MOD/RAF give to justify the
statement that this Incident was not a hostile act by an unknown
authority, and also the reasons why it was not of defence Interest?
f) As DAS 4a 1(Sec> serves as the focal point for correspondence
relating to unidentified aerial occurrences, which department serves
as the focal point for receiving Investigation reports and their
respective conc_I_I.IJions regarding aerial sighting reports received by
UK Armed Forces personnel?
_
With regard to your answer Identified as Ouestlon 5 regarding records
not for release of Air defence aircraft Investigating unidentified or

/J

..

.'

uncorrelated radar targets or returns:
a> How many records of this type exist?
b) Between what dates were these reports received?
c) Is there a date allocated for the release of these files, and If so, what
Is It?
d) What Is the reason for witholdlng these files from public scrutiny?
With past records being misplaced due to restructuring within the
MOD, what safeguards are in place to ensure that all records available
to Sec (AS)2a wll be accessible and readily available to DAS 4a 1(Sec)?
Thank you for your efforts to deal my enquiries, they are appreciated.
Yours faithfully,

.
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From:

DAS 4a1(Sec)

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference

01,![ Reference
DIVAS (Sec)64/3/5
Date
17 November 2000

Further to my letter of 26 September regarding your request for additional information about an
'unidentified flying object' sighting on 51h November 1990, I am now in a position to provide a
substantive reply.
In order to provide you with a reply we have made some enquiries. Given the fact that the event
you mention occurred some 10 years ago these have taken a while to complete.
It appears that a Tornado aircraft, probably one of a formation of three, was conducting a routine
eastbound journey from an airfield in the UK to Laarbruch in Germany during the evening of
Monday 5 November 1990. The aircraft was leaving UK airspace when it was overtaken by an
aircraft shaped object. Shortly before control of the aircraft was transferred by the London
Military air traffic controller at RAF West Drayton to his counterpart at Dutch Military Radar in
the Netherlands in accordance with standard procedure. We assume that the aircraft was still in
contact with RAF West Drayton on its second radio and chose to report the incident to UK
authorities. We do not know if it was also reported to Dutch authorities. Since the event involved
aircraft departing UK airspace, it is unlikely that the situation generated any UK Air Defence
interest.

I will now answer your questions in the same order as your letter.
Question l(a-e)
When Air Defence aircraft are scrambled for a real air policing mission, they are deemed
operational and the Ministry of Defence has no role in the chain of operational command.
That chain of command involves an Air Defence Commander and an Air Defence Control and
Reporting Centre. During an operational mission, orders to the aircraft and reports of findings are
passed up and down this chain. An operational summary of the mission is written by the aircrew
on landing and passed to the appropriate staff in the operational chain of command. The Station
Commander is neither part of the operational command chain during the mission nor involved in
subsequent analysis, however, he would probably be informed of events as matter of courtesy.
Sec(AS) (now called DAS 4a(Sec)) has no role in command or in the processing of any
operational data. DAS 4a (Sec) is the focal point within MOD for correspondence relating to
'UFOs' and passes correspondence, as appears appropriate, to air defence experts.

-------·1
a
W

Question 2
The Tornados involved in the report of5 November 1990 were Tornado GRl. These are not air
defence aircraft and they were merely in transit, not engaged on an operational mission.
Question 3
As the incident did not threaten UK airspace, it was judged to be of no defence significance.
Question 4
MOD's interest in unusual air activity is to ascertain whether any threat exists to the integrity of
UK airspace. Any incident would be investigated from an operational perspective in which
Provost and Security Services would have no role.
Question 5
Air Defence aircraft occasionally investigate unidentified airborne 'targets'. Records of this
activity are not for release, however, there is no evidence of any air defence aircraft employed on
any air defence mission ever having intercepted, identified or photographed an object of an extraterrestrial nature.
Question 6
As I mentioned in my previous letter, occasionally members of the public do send us photographs
of objects in the sky which they have been unable to identify. These are usually of lights at night
for which there could be rational explanations, such as aircraft lights. It is not the function ofthe
MOD to provide an aerial identification service and there is therefore no reason for us to keep a
database of these photographs.
Question 7
All notifications of sightings and letters are kept and placed on file.
Question 8
The larger part of duties falling to DAS 4a(Sec) (formerly Sec(AS)2a) concerns military low
flying training in the UK, advice on non-operational RAF activities overseas, RAF Exchange
Officer deployments and management ofDiplomatic flight clearance procedures.
I hope this is helpful.

Yours sincerely,

I

£-A1(SEC)
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

DAS4A 1(SEC)
01 November 2000 14:32
DAOADGE1
RE:. . - JINPUT

!5

Thanks for all your work on the ~tter. We have got a rnr•v
Nicholas Soames Hansard entry. Sec(AS) sent a copy of it to
in
May 1998 as part of the answer to a previous letter from him.I will be
so as not to contradict anything
very careful about what I say to
said then.

~ 1 A1(SEC)
From:
Sent:

To:

DAOADGE1
31 October 2000 14:23
DAS4A1

Subject:

Rep to DAS 4o1 re

jSS&ibn 401

1

e

LOOSE MINUTE
D/DA0/1/13
30 Oct 00

DAS 4al(Sec)

~peN~ - "-F.J
{~lfQo~eo.h~~ - N.o

T FOR INFORMATION ON AIR DEFENCE MATTERS References:

A.
B.

D/Sec(AS)/64/3/5 dated 25 Sep 00.
Z6F 061340Z Nov 90. Aerial Phenomena observed on 5 Nov at 1800Z.

1.
At Reference, you asked for advice on how we might respond to a letter
asking for information on how we deal with UFO matters in general, and more .....,....~..,
Nov 90 UFO report in particular. I will attempt to address
point in
than hide
what could be released to protect standard operating
concerning reports of unusual air activity.

Aerial Phenomenon Report- 5 Nov 90
2.
First of all, having examined only the Aerial Phenomena Report filed by RAF West
Drayton at Reference B, I will set out what I assess to have been the circumstanc~1ding
~~enUI] records fQJ..t!!is p~~~ s.~~~go~accordancE

~~~~~

~ ~r(l'tt-ot'..l

3.
A Tornado aircraft, probably one of a formation of3 GRls 1, was conducting a routine
eastbound transit from an airfield in UK to Laarbruch in Germany during the evening of Monday
5 Nov 90. The aircraft was following a standard TACAN route to join TACAN BLUE 6 at the
Flight Information Region (FIR) boundary at a military reporting point known as MC6. Shortly
before reaching MC6 control of the aircraft was transferred by the London Military air traffic
controller at RAF West Drayton to his counterpart at Dutch Mil Radar in the Netherlands in
accordance with standard procedure. At 1800Z, the time the aerial phenomenon was observed, the
aircraft was leaving UK airspace 'in the MC6 area' at Flight Level270 (FL270), heading 100
degrees at speed Mach 0.8. The aircraft was overtaken on the right by an aircraft shaped object,
displaying 5/6 steady white and one blue light, at the same altitude which then proceeded in to its
12 0' clock position at a range of 440yds. The probable route of the Tornado is shown on the map
at Annex A. It is assumed that the aircraft was still in contact with West Drayton on this second
radio and chose to report the incident to UK authorities rather than the Dutch.
4.

The incident is unusual in that the aircraft chose to report the incident as an aerial ,
rather than as an Air Proximity Report (AirProx) to highlight the loss of standard
separation between aircraft (at this altitude separation should be l,OOOft or 5 nautical miles).
There is no record of an ,AirProx report being made on this date in the UK. It is not known~

phenom~on

1

Air Defence Tornado F3s are unlikely to have been flying tq l..aarbruch.

A however, whether Air Prox or Aerial Phenomena Reports were filed with Dutch authorities. At
W 1800Z on 5 Nov it is dark both on the ground and at FL270. This explains the reference to the
lights and to 'one large aeroplane (shape)' rather than a more specific description which would be
expected of a professional military observer. In these low light conditions, it is generally difficult
to judge range and relative motion and it may well be that the aircraft captain had subsequently
revised his appreciation of the incident and decided not to take the major step of reporting an air
proximity hazard2 • Significantly, had controllers at West Drayton or Dutch Mil witnessed a loss
of standard separation on radar, they would have raised AirProx Reports in their own right; this
was certainly not done at West Drayton.
5.
Finally, since the incident clearly involved one or more aircraft departing UK airspace, it is
highly improbable that the situation generated any UK Air Defence interest.

6.

Comment on

questions and observations are set out sequentially below.

7.
Question 1 a-e.
The point should be made that the Tornados of the 5 Nov 00 were
merely in transit and not engaged on an operational mission. This is why the aircraft were in
contact with Air Traffic Control agencies rather than operational air defence units. In addition, the
Tornados were Ground attack variants and conduct only training in UK and Western Europe,
never operations. When Air Defence aircraft are scrcnnbled for a real air policing mission, such as
for the investigation of an unidentified contact in the UK Air Defence Region (now the UK Air
Policing Area), they are deemed operational and the MoD has no role in the chain of operational
command. AD aircraft engaged on air policing missions are scrambled on the authority of an Air
Defence Commander and controlled during their mission by an Air Defence Control and
Reporting Centre, a unit also responsible for producing the Recognised Air Picture. During the
mission, orders to the aircraft and reports of findings are passed up and down this chain. In
addition, an operational summary of the mission is written by the aircrew on landing and passed to
the appropriate commanders and intelligence staff in the operational chain of command. If the
aircraft intercepted was operationally significant, the mission results and any photographs of
intruding arrcraft would be dispatched to MoD intelligence staff. The Station Commander is
neither part of the operational command chain during the mission nor involved in subsequent
analysis, however, he would probably be informed of events as matter of courtesy. Specifically,
Sec( AS) has no role in command or in the processing any operational data. There is no record of
any air defence aircraft employed on any air defence mission ever having intercepted, identified or
photographed an object of an extra-terrestrial nature.
8.
Question 2. TheJ Tornados on 5 Nov 00, were not air defence aircraft and were not on an
operational mission. Th~re is no evidence that the UK air defence radar network either did or did
not detect the 'unknown' . .§._ince the_i!lcident did not threaten UJ&.airs~e (it occurred at the very tJo~q_
edge on an outbound heading) anawas notintruCIIilg the UK air defence region', there was no
reason for the UK Air Defence authorities to act. The GRl aircraft's onboard radar has a very
2

Unlike Air Defence Tornados on operational scrambles, GRls do not carry cameras and it is improbable that this
'object' was captured on film. In addition, the GRl radar at tbe time, designed for terrain following, had a very
limited air-to-air capability (yven if they had bothered to have switched it on for a transit). The precise distance,
position etc of the 'object' could not, therefore, have been determined.

,.

a

limited air-to-air capability, and it is highly unlikely that this mode was active during a transit.
W Only air defence Tornado F3 aircraft carry cameras, and only on operational missions or for
specific air defence training purposes.
9.
Question 3. From the report at Reference B, there is no evidence that a threat to the UK air
defence region existed; it is, therefore, hardly surprising that no record of an investigation can be
found. It would be useful, however, to find out exactly was Nicholas Soames said in Hansard
before you respond.
10.
Question 4. MoD's interest in unusual air activity of this nature is to ascertain whether any
threat existed to the integrity of UK airspace. Any incident would be investigated from an
operational perspective in which Provost and Security Services would have no role.
11.
Question 5. Air Defence aircraft occasionally investigate unidentified airborne 'targets'.
Records of this activity are not releasable, however, there is no evidence of any air defence aircraft
employed on any air defence mission ever having intercepted, identified or photographed an object
of an extra-terrestrial nature.
12.
Question 6. Analysis of aerial phenomena is for the scientific community to pursue. I
doubt whether the public have forwarded many photographs to Sec(AS) for scrutiny . They
would, I suspect, rather sell them to the tabloid press.
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25 September 2000

DAO-AD GEl
DAS le

REQUEST FOR INFORMATION ABOUT AIR DEFENCE MATTERS
1.
Please see attached a copy of a letter we have received from a member of the
public who is asking~stions about how reports of 'unidentified flying
objects' are handled.- - . . , t_j a regular correspondent with DAS 4a(Sec) on UFO
matters and I would be grateful for your advice on how we might answer his
questions. It may help if I explain the background to this letter.
2.
In May ~rote to us asking if he could have a copy of a signal
allegedly sent ~ornado pilots who saw a UFO while conducting
manoeuvres in the North Sea on 5 November 1990. He had heard about the signal
from Nick Pope (who as you may be aware, is a former member ofSec(AS) who has
replied on the 15 June
written several books on UFOs). My colleague,
enclosing a copy of the signal which we
to protect the confidentiality of
those involved.
3.
~ote again on 11 July, asking ifthe details in the signal followed a
standar tstoqUistions, ifthe aircraft's onboard or ground radar detected the UFO,
if the aircraft captured the UFO photographically or electronically and if an
investigation was conducted into the incident. He also asked if we kept a database or
library of photographs of UFO that pilots use to identify this phenomena. I replied to
this letter on 4 August and I have attached a copy of my reply for your information.
my previous letter that we can
4.
As you can see I have already
not speculate on what might have happen m
in his latest letter he is asking
about the general procedures followed when aircrew see something they can not
identify and the chain of events that follow. I would appreciate it if you could explain
y happens and any advice you can give as to what we can tell
1

DAS 4a1(Sec) (CHOTS address Sec(AS)2a1)
l\.1B8245 ~

fr
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, london, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)
(GTN)

Your Reference
Ov.r R~ferenc~
D/SeqAS)64/3/5
Date
26 September 2000

Thank you for your letter of 5 ·September in which you asked a number of questions about UFO
reporting procedures.
As you will be aware, we aim to reply to such letters within 20 working days of receipt.
However, owing to administrative difficulties it may not be possible to reply to you within this
timescale.
Nevertheless, you may be assured that you will receive a substantive reply as soon as is
practicable.
Yours sincerely,

sec. (A.S.)2a 1,
M.O.D.
Whitehall,

Your Reference: D/Sec(AS)/64/315

LONDON.
05/09/00.
Dear
Thank you very much for your reply dated 4 August 2000, and the copy
of my sighting report that I requested.
I only have a few points remaining to discuss arising from your
correspondence, I'm sure you'll be glad to hear!
To hopefully remove some tedious typing from your day, I am aware
that Sec(AS)2a has a small staff, and that your department has many
areas of responslblltv other than ufo's.
1>I would be grateful if you could explain to me the chain of events
involved In how a report from operational alrforce personnel ends up
with your Deparment e.g. as In the Tornado aircraft Incident of
November 5th 1990, I.e.
a> Would the alrcrew have contacted a Military Air Trame Controller
while still airborne?
b) Who would normally take any statements from the alrcrew upon
landing?
c) If an RAF Intelligence officer were the person to Interview the
alrcrew, would that officer pass on that report to an Internal
distribution list, or forward it directly and exclusively to Sec(AS)2a?
r
d) Would the Station Commander be Informed routinely as a Standard
Operations Procedure?
, e) If an unauthorised Intrusion of the U.K. air defence region were to
happen In a real-time situation, and deemed to be of an aggressive
nature, what would the chain of command be on deciding to Intercept
that craft, and what would Sec(AS)2a's r61e be within the command
,, structure?
2) I must admit to being puzzled by the apparent lack of action taken
by the MOD, judging from your comments regarding the Tornado

&ircraft Incident of November 5th 1990. I am, and always have been a
firm believer In a coherent defence policy, and a strong supporter of
the RAF. I find It hard to believe that a flight of three UK front-line
defence aircraft encountered an unidentifiable aircraft intruding the
UK air defence region, and yet Sec (AS) has no record of whether the
defence radar network, let alone the alrcrafts' onboard radar detected
this Intrusion. Likewise, surely in this day and age (even In 1990) a
record should have been made of whether any visual or photographic
Images were recorded?
3) Despite the assurance of MOD that an Investigation of this incident
revealed no evidence of a threat to the UK air defence region, I am
disappointed that Sec(AS) can offer no evidence of the investigation
allegedly carried out, as outlined by the then Secretary of State,
Nicholas Soames, in a written reply published in Hansard. In fact, It
would appear that no files of an investigation, as opposed to the
Incident reporting form Itself, exist.
4) Is It conceivable that an Intelligence division <e.g. Provost and
Security Services> Jlld carry out further investigation of this Incident,
and details of that investigation are held with that branch or any other
division within the MOD?
5) You mention that if appropriate, air defence aircraft might be
scrambled or diverted to investigate/intercept any uncorrelated
airborne targets. Do you have any records of incidents of this nature
on file, and if so, are copies of the reports available?
6)1 am equally surprised that no photographic database exists of
unusual aerial phenomena. It surely makes sense that If members of
the public, and pilots in particular, succeed in capturing photographs
of so far unidentified aerial phenomena, and forward prints for further
scrutiny, Sec (AS)2a, as the focal point for these items should have a
database making retrieval and comparison for identification of
phenomena type relatively easy.
7) Does Sec(AS)2a keep a record of geographical distribution of
sighting reports?
8) What other resposlblllties lie within Sec(AS)2a?
Thank you for outlining the appeals procedure to me. 1can't think of
anything else I need to ask ('Thank Goodness' 1hear you say!).

.owever, 1do feel that Sec(AS)2a has had a bad press recently, and
your replies, I feel, are Important.
If any of my questions should be put to other departments regarding
the defence Issues I raise, I would appreciate your advice on who to
contact.
Heartfelt thanks for the time, effort, and patience you have .........,. ....
answering my queries. Needless to say, the offer given to
at
the end of my previous letter is extended to yourself!
Best wishes,
Yours sincerely,
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From:

SEC(AS)2A1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Room 8245, Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

{Direct dial)
{Switchboard)
{Fax)
{GTN)

020 7218 2140
020 7218 _90_00
___ -----,
020 7218
lion 40
#
'---'---~·

Your Reference
OJJr Referenc~
D/Sec(AS)64/3/5
Date
4 August 2000

Dear ~
Thank you for your letter of 11 July addressed to my colleague, ~equesting further
information concerning the 'UFO' sighting report, a copy of which was sent with our letter of
15 June. I will answer your questions in the same order as your letter.

Ql. a) 'UFO' sightings are reported to us in a variety of ways. Some of these reports follow a
standard list of questions and some do not. However, having examined the copy of the report sent
to you, I believe it follows the following format:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
0.

Date and time of sighting
Description of object
Exact position of observer
How object was observed
Direction in which object was first seen
Angle of Sight
Distance
Movement of Object
Meteorological conditions during observation
Nearby objects or buildings
To whom reported
Informant's details
Any background of informant that may be revealed
Other witnesses

Ql. b), c) and e). The report is the only information we have on file regarding the sighting and I
am unable to speculate on what may or may not have taken place at the time.
Q1. d) The integrity of the UK's airspace in peacetime is maintained through continuous
surveillance of the UK Air Defence Region by the Royal Air Force. This is achieved by using a
combination of civil and military radar installations, which provide a continuous real-time
"picture" of the UK airspace. Any threat to the UK Air Defence Region would be handled in the
light of the particular circumstances at the time (it might if deemed appropriate, involve the
scrambling or diversion of air defence aircraft). From that perspective, reports provided to us of
'UFO' sightings are examined, but consultation with air defence staff and others as necessary is
considered only where there is sufficient evidence to suggest a breach of UK air space. The vast

1

e

majority of reports we receive are very sketchy and vague. Only a handful of reports in recent
years have warranted further investigation and none revealed any evidence of a threat.
Q2. MOD files are generally released to the Public Record Office when they reach the 30 year
~e range offiles for 1974 would, therefore, be considered for release in early 2005. As
@~id, information about the incident may exist on archived files from other Branches.
However, without knowing what information there might be and thereby, tracing it to a particular
Branch, there is simply no way of identifying the files. It is also the case that although 'UFO'
files are routinely preserved and made available at the 30 year point, other Departmental files may
be destroyed when it is judged that their contents are of no specific interest or importance in terms
()[preservation. To carry out a search of MOD archived files to try and identify in the first
instance those that might contain relevant information and subsequently check them to see if a
particular incident was recorded would involve scrutiny of a considerable volume of paper
records. For this reason, your request was refused under Exemption 9 of the Code of Practice on
Access to Government Information (voluminous or vexatious request).
Q3. As you know, the MOD's only interest in 'UFO' sightings is whether they reveal any
evidence that the United Kingdom's airspace might have been compromised by hostile or
llrf~lJthorisf't:l'fc!r~ignmilitary activity: Unless there·is· evidenceofa potential·threaftothe ·United
Kingdom from an external military source, we do not attempt to identify the precise nature of
each sighting reported to us. MOD does not therefore have a library of photographs of 'unusual
aerial phenomena'. Any photographs sent to the Department by members of the public are either
returned to them or placed on file with the associated correspondence.
Q4. I enclose a copy of your sighting report of7 May 1996.
If you are unhappy with the decision to refuse your request for access to MOD files and wish to
appeal, you should write in the first instance to the Ministry ofDefence, DOMD, Room 619,
Northumberland House, Northumberland Avenue, London WC2N 5BP requesting that the
decision be reviewed. If following the internal review you remain dissatisfied, you can ask your
MP to take up the case with the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administration (the
Ombudsman) who can investigate on your behalf The Ombudsman will not, however, consider
an investigation until the internal review process has been completed.

Yours sincerely,
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Your Reference: D/Sec(AS)/641315

1) Thank you very much for your reply dated 15 June 2000.
With regard to the copy of the sighting report of 5 November 1990, I would like to
clarify a few points:
a) Would I be oorrect in assuming the Tornado sighting responses correspond to a
standard reporting form, and would a copy of the said form be avilable (purely to
ascertain the questions asked). While I assume most of the questions to be obvious
from the answers given, others are not so.
b) Was the unidentified craft detected by the aircrafts' onboard, or ground based radar?
c) Did any c:l the aircraft involved succeed in capturing the unidentified aircraft
photographically or electronically?
d) Under what criteria would an intrusion of UK airspace by unidentified aircraft be

deemed of defence interest?

e) Was an investigation carried out to determine the nature d the unauthorised incursion
of UK airspace, and if so, would it be possible to obtain a copy of the report detailing
the investigation undertaken, including recommendations and conclusions?
2) Regarding the 23 January 1974 incident involving RAF Valley, would 1be correct in
assuming that any surviving records will be released into the public domain in 2004?
As you may be aware, this Incident has received widespread publicity (including claims
that a downed craft was recovered along with extraterrestiallifeforms(l) from an
anonymous source. This person was a serving member of the army at the time - his
records have apparently been inspected and he had a distinguished military career).
While my research over the last few years, which includes interviews with eyewitnesses
have unoovered much documentation from the police, a report written at the time by an
astrophysicist who was dispatched from Keele University, and many newspaper
cuttings which refer to RAF involvement, official documentation from the RAF is
impossible to find, which enoourages those who point towards a cover-up.
As this incident first came to tight as a 'ufo incident' in 1991, I believe that the large
military presence reported has been confused over the years with the SAR mission
and subsequent recovery of Harrier GR3, Ser.No. XZ973 of 2330CU which crashed at
Llandrillo, Nr. Corwen (BaJa), Berwyn Hills on 12102182 killing the pilot Ueutenant John
M. Macbeth. Aircraft involved in search included:
Harriers from RAF Wittering
Gazelle helicopters from RAF Shawbury
2 No. Wessex SAR from RAF Valley
1 No. Hercules (unidentified base)

If there is any other recourse available to me in recovering documentation from 1974
which would help in putting the myth to bed, I would appreciate your advice, and would
be prepared to
a reasonable cost towards recovery of documentation relating to
RAF
newspaper cuttif'19S which Include
inteiViews
Valley Mountain Rescue team who
conducted a three
3) Does Sec(AS)2a or any other department of the MOD have access to a database
or library of photographs or other images of unusual aerial phenomena, and which are
used to assisst pifots, ground personnel or civilians in identifying said phenomena, and
if so, are any odf these available for inspection by the public?

4) Finally, would it be possible to obtain a copy of the report filed with Sec(AS)2a by
myself via West Drayton by telephone on 7 May 1996?

Hopefully I will not be corresponding further with you followi~
f
king the time to respond to all my enquines.
not 'anti-establishment', and support the
and
e oppo unity arises locally at RAF Valley. We all enjoy seeing the variety
of military aircraft overhead (when the doudbase is high enough!).
If you are ever in the vicinity I would be more than pleased to buy you a pint or three!
Thank you very much for your time and patience in answering my questions.
It is much appreciated.
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From:

Secretariat(Air Staff)2a, Room 8245

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
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Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone

(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

Your Reference
Our Reference J
D/Sec(AS)/64/3 S

.-

Date

IS June 2000

0€!M'
I wrote to you on 31 May to say that we would be looking into the questions you ask in
your letter of 8 May. I am sorry for the delay in replying.
As requested in your letter, I enclose a copy of a sighting report of 5 November 1990
referred to by Mr Soames in reply to a written Parliamentary question (Official Report, 24 July
1996, col424). As you will see, some details have been deleted to protect the confidentiality of
the witness concerned. As Mr Soames said, the event was not judged to be of defence
significance.
Your request for information about any RAF involvement in an alleged incident on 23
January 1974 is refused under Exemption 9 (voluminous or vexatious requests) ofthe Code of
Practice on Access to Government I
nformation. To identify any documentation or information for that date would involve a
manual search of MOD archived files for a number ofBranches existing at that time and detailed
scrutiny of a considerable volume of paper records to determine whether any might have some
relevance.
You ask about an alleged incident on 23 May 1966. MOD files from that period that were
preserved have been given to the Public Record Office and their contents are, therefore, a matter of
public record . They are available for public viewing at the Public Record Office, Ruskin Avenue,
Kew, Richmond, Surrey, TW9 4DU.
During 1998 and 1999, MOD received 193 and229 alleged sighting reports respectively. I
should emphasise however, that the figures relate to reported sightings in which the witness has
been unable to identify the aerial activity concerned. The vast majority ofthese sightings would
have had mundane explanations such as aircraft lights, weather balloons etc. However, MOD ' s
interest in sighting reports is to establish whether there is anything that might be of defence
concern such as, unauthorised or foreign military incursions of UK air space. We do not attempt
to identify the precise nature of each sighting reported to us. We could not justify expenditure of
public funds on investigations that go beyond our specific defence remit.
Finally, you will wish to know that Sec(AS)2a is the MOD focal point for receipt of all
alleged sightipg reports. MOD has, as I have said above, only a limited interest in what is reported
and, anyone, military or civilian is able to pass on to us information about what they have seen.
Separate records for the status of those making reports are not maintained .
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From:

Secretariat(Air Staff)2a, Room 8245

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Main Building, Whitehall, London, SW1A 2HB
Telephone
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(Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

0171 216 2140
0171 21v~~-----,
0171218- - j

Your Reference
Our Reference 4("'
D/Sec(AS)/64/3
Date

31

May2000

I am writing to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 8 May seeking information about the
UFO phenomenon.
We aim to reply to such letters within four working weeks from date of receipt. However,
owing to current administrative difficulties it may not be possible to reply to you within this
timescale.
Nevertheless, you may be assured that you will receive a substantive reply as soon as is
practicable.

Sec. (A.S.)2a,
M.O.D.
Whitehall,
LONDON.
08/05/00.
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am currently researching various aspects of the UFO phenomenon and would
appreciate your advice on the following:
1) It has been reported by a gentleman named Nick Pope that during his tour of duty
with Sec (AS)2a, he received a signal from a patrol of RAF Tornado aircraft on
November 5th 1990, while conducting manoeuvres over the North Sea. This signal
apparently stated that the pilots were overtaken at high speed by a large unidentifiable
aircraft of some sort.
I am in possession of the relevant Hansard containing questions to the minister and the
given reply, but would like a copy of the signal sent to Sec (AS)2a by the aircrew.
I am not concerned with details of the squadron or personnel involved.
2) Do you have any documentation or further information relating to the RAF
involvement in a search for a downedaircrafVmeteorite/Ufo which occurred on the night·
of January 23rd 1974 in the Berwyn Mountains region of North Wales?
I am in possession of various North Wales Police documentation recording the incident,
as well as a photocopy of the Valley MAT diary covering their deployment to
investigate "lights and noise on hillside". However, official documentation is proving
difficult to track down, although the distribution lists of their report which are known to me
include:
MOD (Ops (ESR) b (RAF))
HQTC FT3c
HQ 18 (M) Group
HQ Normar (for RCC)
OC Ops Wing
Station F540.
3) Does Sec (AS)2a have or know of any reports filed regarding Folland Gnat XR570?
This aircraft, of 4FTS Valley was struck by a "mystery object" on May 23rd, 1966 whilst
flying over Tryweryn Reservoir.
4)How many reports of unidentified aircrafVphenomena have been received by the
ministry since 1998 from:a) military sources
b) civilian sources
5) Of the many reports currently available for public scrutiny, there appears to be a
distinct lack of reports from the RoyaiNavy,arl(iBrit.ish.Army sectors..,of the UK Armed
Forces. Do you have reports of UnidentifiQd ·aerial phetlOmE;)na ftorn these. branches,
and if not, to which departments would these reports bej made befOre forWarding to Sec
(AS)2a?

Thank you for taking time to read my correspondence, a"'l.d I hop~ you can be of
assistance to me.
·
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From:

Secretariat (Air Staff) 2a 1

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
Main Building, Whitehall, London SW1A 2HB
Telephone (Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

01 7 1 21 8 21 40
01 7 1 21 8
0171 218

Your reference
Our reference

D/Sec(AS)/64/3
Date

12 May 1998

Dear
1.
Thank you for your letter of 7 April in which you asked a
number of questions in respect of reports of 'unidentified flying
objects' .
2.

I will answer your questions as presented:
(1)

In accordance with the Public Records Act of 1958 and
1967 Government files which are deemed worthy of
preservation (for historical or public interest reasons)
are transferred to the Public Record Offi~e (PRO) at Kew
thirty years after the last action has been taken on the
file. It was generally the case that before 1967 all
'UFO' files were routinely destroyed after five years,
on the grounds there was no long term interest in this
subject. However, public interest has increased in
recent years and, in 1967 a decision was taken that the
Ministry of Defence's 'UFO' report files should be
retained and transferred to the PRO at the thirty year
point. A few files from the 50s and early 60s did
survive and have been transferred to the PRO. I have
consulted our records branch who advise that the MOD
holds no papers relating to the 'UFO' phenomenon over
thirty years old, ie. papers dating earlier than 1968.
The absence of this report at the PRO leads me to
conclude that it has regrettably not survived the
passage of time.

(2)

All surviving contemporary paperwork has been forwarded
to the PRO in accordance with the provisions of the
Public Records Act of 1958 and 1967.

(3)

The Official Secrets Act reflects Government policy
regarding the protection of nationally sensitive
information; anyone contravening the Act makes
themselves liable to prosecution and, if found guilty,
liable to penalty as proscribed by law. This Act of
1

Parliament applies equally to all UK citizens; members
of the public, as well as serving and ex-service
personnel. In the hypothetical example you cite in your
question former service personnel would be able to
discuss any matter which was not "classified" but may be
liable under the Official Secrets Act if they revealed
information which today remains "classified".
(4)

The MOD's policy in respect of reports of 'unidentified
flying objects' has not changed. The Department's
interest in these matters relates solely to whether a
sighting represents an incursion of the UK Air Defence
Region by hostile or unauthorized foreign military
activity.

(5&6)As explained in Mr Spellar's letter to Dafydd Wigley MP
of 21 January, the integrity of the UK's airspace in
peacetime is maintained through continuous policing of
the UK Air Defence Region by the Royal Air Force which
remains vigilant for any potential external military
threat. We are confident that our current air defence
capabilities fully meet any perceived threat.
(7)

The number of reports of 'unexplained' aerial sightings
made by members of the armed forces is very small in
comparison to the overall number of reports the
Department receives. Since 1967 all reports received by
this Department, from whatever source, are transferred
to the PRO at the thirty year point.

(8)

On 24 July 1996 the Minister of State for the Armed
Forces, the Hon Nicholas Soames MP, answered a
Parliamentary Question from the late Martin Redmond
about this alleged incident. I enclose a copy of the
Official report for your information.

(9)

Depending on the nature of events alleged to have been
witnessed, further advice as necessary would be sought
from Defence experts within the Department.

(10) Since 1 January 1995 to date the MOD has received:
one 'UFO' report from a military source.
1,470 'UFO' reports from civilian sources.
(11) As explained in para 2 of the letter to Dafydd Wigley MP
of 21 January, unless there are defence implications,
and to date no 'UFO sighting' reported to us has
revealed such evidence, we do not attempt to identify
the precise nature of each report.
3.
I am returning your sae as we have our own postal
arrangements.

2
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Unidentified Craft
Mr. Redmond: To ask the Secretary of State for
Defence (1) what is his Department's assessment of the
incident that occurred on 5 November 1990 when a patrol
of RAF Tornado aircraft flying over the North sea were
overtaken at high speed by an unidentified craft; and if he
will make a statement;
(392451
(2) if he will make a statement on the unidentified
flying object sighting reponed to his Department by the
meteorological officer at RAF Shawbury in the early
hours of 31 March 1993.
[39246]
Mr. Soames: Reports of sightings on these dates are
recorded on file and were examined by staff responsible
for air defence matters. No firm conclusions were drawn
about the nature of the phenomena reported but the events
were not judged to be of defence significance.
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Your ref: D/Sec(AS) /64/3

Sec. (A.S.)2a,
M.O.D.
Whitehall,
LONDON.
07/04198.
Dear

1wrote to Secretariat (Air Staff) 2a 1a occasionally during the latter half of 1996, my
·
final letter dated 02/02197.
Having reported a sighting of an unidentified aircraft on the night of May 4th 1996 to
that no military
the MOD, I received written confirmation from both your
aircraft were responsible for my sighting, and also
of NATS
Police
that no flight plans were logged for civilian aircraft; also,
confirmed their helicopter was not airborne that night, and the civilian airport at
Caernarfon was not operational as of 19.00hrs. that day. As I have therefore
established that an unidentified aircraft was operational, and was somewhat
surprised at the lack of interest shown by the MOD at a possible breach of UK
airspace defences, I wrote to my Member of Parliament, Dafydd Wigley (Plaid
Cymru) who in turn wrote to the Secretary of State for Defence on both 12/06197 and
again on 0211 0/97 expressing IllY concern.
F=ollowing_ the reply received from John Spellar MP, Parliamentary Under-Secretary
Of State For Defence ref. DIUS of S/JS 5075197/M and dated 21 January 1998, 1
have investigated previous reports which are available for public inspection at the
PRO at Kew, and would appreciate your guidance on the following, namely:.1) Re: File No. PREM 11/855.
Why is the Intelligence study, referred to by the Air Ministry as having been carried
out in 1951, not available for public inspection at the P.R.O.?
.

.

.

2) Re: E11e No~s AlB 20/9321+AIB 20,9320.

Is there a conclusive report available for public inspection identifying the five
unknown objects tracked by Defence Establishment radar installations?

-~~

'
'

.

•"Sf,
··~

''·~·,:_;a) Re: FileNo'.s AIR 20/9994+DEFE 31/1 Hf_. .
~~
.Are former Services personnel allowed to discuss declassified incidents of this
'
.nature, o( are they still held to oath under the provisions of the Official Secre.ts Act?
'

John;spenar·~reply

to Dafydd Wigley MP in context to 2)&3) above.
4) Re:
What has changed the.MOD's stance that no evidence exists to ·substantiate the
b~~(lch of U~ Air Defence Region by unidentifie~ aircraft, when the above records
.pr~ve otherwise?

MINISTRY OF.DEFENCE
SEC(AS)2 ·

14 APR 1"''"~

ALE

5) Can 1be reassured that the UK Air Defence Region is adequately covered for the
detection of foreign 'stealth' technology, eg. of Russian, Chinese, .or Iraqi origin?
6) When, as in my case, a structured unidentifiable aircraft is reported, rather than
'lights in the sky' or 'flying saucers' and no explanation for the origin of said aircraft is
forthcoming, is it not the case that an apparent lack of interest/indifference could be
an error of judgement in maintaining the integrity of UK airspace?
7) Due to the lack of records of 'sightings' by service personnel available for
inspection at the P.R.O. from 1958 onwards, would it be true to say that no
observations have been reported from this date by AAF/civilian pilots and radar
·
operators?
8) Are the reports logged with Sec (AS)2a by a patrol of RAF Tornado Aircraft on
November 5th 1990, while conducting manoeuvres over the North Sea available for
public inspection? The brief mention of this incident by Nick Pope (formerly of your
department) in his book, and in numerous magazine articles authored by himself
state that the pilots were overtaken at high speed by a large unidentifiable aircraft of
some sort.
9) Without your specifying individual departments, do specific categories of
unidentified aircraft sightings get passed routinely to an intelligence interpretation
agency?
10) How many reports of unidentified aircraft/phenomena have been received by the
ministry since 1995 from:a) military sources
b) civilian sources

11) Of these reports received, how many remain unidentified? Thank you very much for the time your department spent on replying to my previous
correspondence during 1996n. To save a JittlEHniHr~' printer cartridge, I am
fully aware of your Departments' policy statement!
·Best wishes for a Happy Easter, I also enclose a SAE for your reply.
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pARLIAMENTARY UNDER-SECRETARY OF STATE
FOR DEFENCE

D/US of S/JS 5075/97/M

ll

January 1998

Thank you for your letters of 12 June and 2 October to George
Robertson concerning reports of 'unidentified flying objects'.
I am replying as this matter falls within my area of
responsibility.
I am sorry for the delay in responding, however,
your earlier letter was not received by my Department.
By way of background I should explain that my Department
examines any reports of 'unidentified flying object' sightings
sent to us solely to establish whether what was seen might have
some defence significance, namely, whether there is any evidence
that the UK Air Defence Region might have been breached by hostile
or unauthorized foreign military activity. Unless there are
defence implications, and to date no 'UFO sighting' reported to us
has revealed such evidence, we do not attempt to identify the
precise nature of each report. We believe that down to earth
explanations could be found for these reports, such as aircraft
lights or natural phenomena, if resources were diverted for this
purpose but it would be an inappropriate use of defence resources
to provide this kind of aerial identification service.
Members of the public who are concerned that they have seen
something that might represent a military threat to the United
Kingdom can report the details of the incident to the nearest RAF
station, police station, air traffic control centre or similar.
The information is then passed on to my officials in Secretariat
(Air Staff)2 who will examine the details, consulting Air Defence
experts and others as necessary, to the extent of our specific
interests only. Where there is no evidence to suggest a potential
military threat, no further action is taken. Members of the
public can also leave details of 'UFO' sightings on the
Secretariat (Air Staff) public enquiry line (0171 218 2140) and

Dafydd Wigley Esq MP
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these are handled in a similar way. My Department does not
routinely provide acknowledgements or contact witnesses who submit
reports of 'UFO' sightings and will only take further action if
there is corroborating evidence of a matter of defence
significance.
It is sometimes the case that my Department's specific
interest in a particular issue does not correspond with the widerranging interests of some members of the public.
This is
particularly the case with regard to 'UFO' matters. My Department
has no interest or role with respect to 'UFO/flying saucer'
matters or to the question of the existence or otherwise of
extraterrestrial lifeforms about which we remain open-minded. To
date my Department knows of nothing which substantiates the
existence of these alleged phenomena.
I sho~ld wish to assure you that the integrity of the United
Kingdom's airspace in peacetime is maintained through continuous
policing of the UK Air Defence Region by the Royal Air Force which
remains vigilant for any potential military threat.
With regard to any concerns held by your constituents 1 my
Department would, of course, be happy to examine any evidence they
might have.
The address to which this should be forwarded is:
Ministry of Defence
Secretariat(Air Staff)2
Room 8245
Main Building
Whitehall
London SWlA 2HB
I hope this clarifies the position.

JOHN SPELLAR MP
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I attach a draft reply for USofS to send to Dafydd Wigley MP
seeks clarification on the MOD's 'UFO' reporting procedures
and asserts that the MOD's current 'UFO' reporting procedures do
not work. Mr Wigley's original letter of 12 June was not received
by the Department and, following his hastening letter of
2 october, we have only now had sight of it.
2.
As USofS will know, it is sometimes the case that the
Department's limited interest in these matters does not correspond
with the much wider-ranging interests of some members of the
public. Occasionally this leads to comments that the system does
not work.
3.
It is not the Department's policy to write to each witness to
.acknowledge receipt of all 'UFO' reports made to the MOD (several
hundred are received by the Department annually). Follow-up
action would only be taken if it was considered that a sighting
might represent something of defence concern and required further
investigation. The draft reply makes this clear. Furthermore, we
are not aware of any phenomena in the North Wales area which
warrants further investigation.

4.
I am satisfied that the draft is in accordance with the
Government's policy on answering Parliamentary Enquiries and the
Open Government Code (DCI Gen 48/97).

Enc.

PLAID CYMRU CAERNARFON

FAX

·' .r;! ~.11:

-------

I write to y
of Defence
Pope (a fo
"In theory

u to ask for some clarification on the reporting procedures which exist within the Ministry

or following up reports of unidentified flying objects around Britain. I am aware that Nick
er employee in the Air Staff Secretariat) in his book "Open Skies Closed Minds" states:
y member of the public can simply pick up the phone and report an UFO siting to the UFO
Desk Offic r in Whitehall. In practice what happens is that instead, those people will invariably
contact thci local Police Station. civil airport or nearest RAF base. Each of these institutions has
written p
ure. There is a pro-forma doc;ument on which date and time of the particular siting is
recorded as well as a description of what is seen. The papers are then bW\dled up and sent to the
Secretariat Air Staff) at che MOD."
There is

co~iderable evidence that the system does not in met work properly. 1 have had constituents
l'i;ported

UFO type incidents, and have been unable to get any sensible response from the
local RAF tation
. at RAF Valley on Anglesey; and that the local Police have, until recently at least,
been equip ed with the wrong number for transferring telephone calls through to RAF West Ora)'ton in
Middlesex here I believe the information is monitored.
who have

l would be

~lad to know what are the reporting procedures that shoulci be followed up by the public

who see UF s and wish to bring them to the attention of the authorities? There has been a spate of
such incide ts in my constituency over recent months and I have little doubt that there has been some
pbenomeno there. although l realise that this may be experimental and on a restricted list with regard
to publicity
me.

to have details from you so that I can asivif,e my constituent who raised these issues with
5

Many
Yours since ely,

Oafydd Wi ley MP
(Caemarfo )
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Our reference

D/Sec(AS)/64/3
Date

19 9 7

Thank you for your letter dated 2 February 1997.

2.
With regard to the aircraft you observed, I have made further
enquiries and can confirm that on Friday 6 September 1996 at
2:45pm (the time and date specified in your letter to me of
7 January 1997) there were two Hawks from RAF Valley in your area
conducting routine low level flying training. There were two F-15s
from RAF Lakenheath in the same area earlier on in the day '"'hich
were also carrying out routine low level training but these were
flying between 1:20pm and 2:20pm.
3.
I am sorry that you experienced difficulties with repo ·:ting
your sighting. However, in future if you wish to bring an
"unexplained" aerial sighting to the Department's attention you
may do so by writing to this office or telephoning 0171 218 2140.
If you wish to complain about military low flying activities you
may do so by contacting Secretariat(Air Staff)2b on 0171 218 6020.
4.

I hope this is helpful.
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Telephone (Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

;L.b February
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M.O.D.
Whitehall,
LONDON.

02102197.
you very much for your letter dated 27th January 1996.
The aircraft I described as F15's were certainly not Hawks. I have trawled through
my Air Forces monthly magazines, and the only other aircraft which might fit the bill
are:
F-18 Hornet
F-14 Tomcat
MiG29
SU-27
The aircraft observed were no higher than 200 feet, and at a distance of no more
than 150 yards. The pilots of both craft were visible to the naked eye.
Both craft appeared identical, with a Delta wing formation, and twin tailplanes, thus
discounting them as Hawks.
No identification markings or RAF roundels were visible to the naked eye.
Also, I would appreciate your comments on the difficulties I encountered in trying to
report my sighting in may of 1996 (as outlined in my letter dated January 7th 1997.
Yours faithfu

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE
SEC (AS) 2
-5 FEB 1997 ::
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Secretariat(Air Staff)2a1a~ ~Rqorn ~'~

From:

MINISTRY OF DEFENCE,
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Main Building, Whitehall, London. SW1A 2HB
Telephone (Direct dial)
(Switchboard)
(Fax)

Your reference
Our reference

D/Sec(AS)/64/3
Date

2:fJanuary 1997

1.

Thank you for your letter dated 7 January 1997.

2.
I have made enquiries and have established that the aircraft
you observed in September were not F-15s but two Hawks from RAF
Valley and were conducting routine low level flying training.
3.

I hope this is helpful.

_____________ _ ____ _ ______ __ _
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Sec. (A.S.)2a,
M.O.D.
Whitehall,
LONDON.
07/01/97.

Dea~
Than~uch for yourtlftter dated 16th December 1996.

a

The exact date of the F-1 OVerflight was Friday, September 6th, and the time 2.45
p.m.
The previous ~ight was on Tue~approximately 4.00 p.m.
Having finaMy received a reply f r o m - at the CAA, he cannot account
for any aircraft in the area at that time either.
I enclose a copy of the drawing I supplied to him back in August, hoping it might be
of use to you in future, also a photocopy of the newspaper report I referred to in my
previous letter dated 29th November 1996.
It has been suggested to me that we witnessed a H.A.L.O. test flight, but having
done some research, apparently this craft does not exist.
One final comment, if I may.
Having read Nick Pope's book, Open Skies, Closed Minds, one is led to believe that
effective lines of communication are established for the reporting of Unidentified
Aerial Objects, i.e. any MOD establishment etc.
As I mentioned in previous correspondence to you, RAF Valley were extremely
unhelpful to say the least, by interrupting my request to file a report, telling me to
report it to the local authority! (this was from the person on the desk).
On trying to file a report with North Wales Police at Caernarfon (who, I might add
were extremely helpful and sympathetic) I was passed through five different
departments before someone found a telephone number for West Drayton, which
when dialled was not recognised. As this was obviously the only number at
Caernarfon Police Station, I telephoned RAF Valley again to ask the correct number.
The same male officer answered the phone;-his attitude was quite hostile when he
learnt it was me again, however he grudgingly gave me the correct number.
I was surprised therefore at the cheerful and matter-of-fact approach by the officer at
West Drayton, expecting hostility down the line. Why could the officer at Valley not
have politely given the telephone number in the first instance? Also, why were the
Police not aware of the new telephone number?
Thank you very much for taking the time and trouble to answer my queries, hopefully
the MOD will receive adequate funding in the near future to conduct a full public
investigation into the
best wishes for 1997,
Yours faithfully,
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D/Sec(AS)/64/3
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1.
I am writing with reference to our telephone conversation on
Friday 26 July in which we discussed your sighting report of 4 May
1996. Your report was passed to this office as we are the focal
point within the Ministry of Defence for all matters relating to
"unexplained" aerial sightings.
2.
First perhaps it would be useful if I were to explain the
role ' that the Ministry of Defence has with respect to this
subject. The MOD and HM Forces have responsibility for the
defence of the United Kingdom.
In order to discharge that
responsibility we remain vigilant for any potential threat, from
whatever source. And it is in this context alone that we look at
reports of "unexplained" aerial activity in order to establish
whether what was seen might be of defence significance. If no
threat is discerned, and in connection with "unexplained" aerial
sightings this has been the case in all instances to date, we make
no further attempt to investigate and establish exactly what may
have been seen.
3.
From the reports which we receive it is quite clear that
there are many sights in the sky which are not immediately
identifiable. However, we believe explanations could be found for
most of them such as aircraft seen from unusual angles or natural
phenomena. We accept that there will always be some sightings that
appear to defy explanation, and we are open-minded on these as
essentially it is outside our remit to look into a sighting if
there is no defence interest.
4.
I have made some enquiries and have found that there were no
military exercises on the night in question, the MOD received no
similar sighting reports for 4 May anywhere in Wales and there
were no military aircraft booked into the low flying training
system. However, in this particular instance we are not aware of
any evidence which would indicate that a breach of the UK's air
defences has occurred. I am sorry I cannot be more helpful.
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Your reference
Our reference

DjSec(AS)/64/3
Date

lbDecember 1996

1.

Thank you for your letter dated 29 November 1996.

2.
You inquired about the activities of two aircraft (which you
thought
were
American F-15s) which you observed in early
September. I am afraid that without an exact date I am unable to
determine precisely what activity the aircraft you observed were
undertaking. However, the most likely explanqtion is that they
were conducting routine low level flying training in the area.
3.
With regard to the sighting reported in the North Wales
Chronicle, I have looked back through our sighting report files
and have found that the MOD did not receive any reports for
14 November 1996 in the North Wales area.
4.

I hope this is helpful.

Sec. (A.
M.O.D.
Whitehall,
LONDON.
29/111'96.
Dear
Thank you for your letter dated July 30th 1996, following our telephone conversation
on Friday July 30th. I appreciate the effort you have put into dealing with my enquiry.
Please accept my apo~ long to reply, but I have been awaiting a
reply to a letter from ~at the CAA since August.
However, despite my writing a brief letter to him exactly one month ago, I have yet to
receive an acknowledgement from him that he received the original letter in August.
It may be of interest to the MOD to note that some two and a half hours after my
telephone call to West Drayton all those months ago, a pair of American F-15's
approached from a South-Easterly direction, overflew the obelisk once, (cruising
rather than screaming), one directly over it while the other passed in a wide arc.
I recall this as there were no Hawks or helicopters flying in our area until the
Thursday of that week. However, besides the fact that they directly overflew the
obelisk, I thought nothing more of it.
·
In early September, while out gardening, I happened to notice a grey, disc shaped
object hovering around Snowdon and the surrounding mountains.
Observing the object through binoculars, it was apparent that someone was enjoying
a paraponting session in the summer sun with a grey parapont. This was on a
Friday, at about 2p.m. the parapont varying in altitude from around 2-4000 feet.
At 3.45, as I was fetching my youngest son from infants school, a pair of F-15's
arrived on the scene from the same direction as previously, and approached our
village, via a wide arc (initially I thought they were headed for RAF Valley).
One of the F-15's turned in a tighter arc, ther~fgre leading the second F-15 by
approximately half a mile along the Nantlle Valley, both planes approximately at an
altitude of 200 feet.
On spotting the paraglider, the leading aircraft headed toward it, climbed above it
and executed a roll manouver. The following F-15 then applied power, accelerating
and dimbing sharply to rejoin the lead plane before both planes returned the way
they came. Everyone at the school commented on the noise emitted by the plane.
Would I be Correct in assuming that an unexplained blip appeared on a radar screen
somewhere, and a flight was launched toinvestigate?
If so, why American planes, and not an aircraft from Valley, which was operational
that day?
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Just one more thing (I hope I'm not boring you ... ), a brief report appeared in the
North Wales Chronicle dated 14/11 196 about a triangular shaped object spotted the
previous Thursaday at 6.25 p.m. displaying the same colour lights that I reported to
you. The object was apparently hovering at about 100 feet above the road, and
completely silent. I can supply a photocopy of the article if you so wish.
Many thanks once again,

